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A.LBUaUERaUE EVENING CITI
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ALHUQUKKQUE. XKW MEXICO, SATURDAY 'EVENING, OUTOIiER 28, HH)5.
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GOOD SENOR SAM!

RUSSIAN CRISIS MOST ACUTE
I

W1TTE EMPEROR'S ONLY HOPE

A

-

MONUMENT

To Former Secretary

Tonight in Densest Darkness,

TO FORM

Fighting

THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT

NOW

DISTURBANCES

WITH tTS CAPITAL

IN A

INTO

EXTENDED

ASIATIC

His State.

and President.

or

P

'
IT

STATE This morning that city is ablaze.
Theaters and spirit shops are bum-inn- .

PIRE CONFRONTS
THAT IS ALARMING

A

Thirty persons 'were killed and forty
wounded during encounters between
the rioters and the police and troops
last night. Crowds armed with rifles and revolvers prevented the fire
department from extinguishing the
SITUATION flames at the theaters.

TODAY, AND
MORE
BECOMING
HOURLY
IS
GRAVE.
BETWEEN ST.
COMMUNICATION
IS
PETERSBURG AND MOSCOW
OFF, AND WHAT IS:
BROKEN
THERE IS NOT
TRANSPIRING
KNOWN.
THE DAY HAS PASSED UP TO
DISORDERS
EVENING, WITHOUT
AT ST. PETERSBURG, BUT AT GOEXPLODED,
MEL, A BOMB WAS
AND THE CHIEF OF POLICE AND
TWO SOLDIERS WERE WOUNDED.
MARTIAL LAW WAS PROCLAIMED AT KHARKOFF, WHERE FIFTEEN VICTIMS OF THE RECENT
RIOT WERE BURIED.
WARSAW WAS PATROLLED BY
TROOPS, AND DISPATCHES FROM
ASHKABAD AND IRKUTSK ANNOUNCE THE EXTENSION OF THE
IN
STRIKE TO ASIATIC RUSSIA.
REVAL THERE WAS PILLAGE BY
MOBS, AND FROM OTHER CITIES
NEWS COMES OF STRIKES AND
DEMONSTRAREVOLUTIONARY

TIONS.
NEW GOVERNMENT IS
FORMING AT MOSCOW.
'M.oscow, Oct. 28. At a meeting Of

STRIKERS THROW BOMB
AND WOUND POLICE CHIEF..
Oromel, Russia, Oct. 28. The trik-ertoday threw a bomb at the chief
of police while he was driving through
the principal thoroughfare.
His carriage was wrecked and the chief and
two Cossacks escorting him, were
badly Injured.

s

BUSINESS AT STANDSTILL
AND CRY IS FOR LIBERTY.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 28. A condition
bordering on panic prevails
here today. Business is completely
suspended. Soldiers were everywhere
on the streets and bloodshed on a
'
laree scale is feared.
The government Is trying to
the inflamed populace, out the
JUDGE CALHOUN. THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL- ENVOY TO CARVCAS, STATED THAT HE FOUND
seem
revolutionists
determined to CASTRO
WILLING TO LISTEN TO ROOSEVELT'S SUGGESTIONS, AN. THAT THE VENEZUELANS IK)
force an armed conflict.
NOT ENTERTAIN ANY HOSTILITY TOWARDS AMERICANS
pwg It m.
The last railroad connection of the
capital with the outside world was
broken last night, when the Finland
railroad discontinued service between BIGGEST EXHIBIT OF
SECRETARY TAFT
ASSAILANT OF BOWIE
St. Petersburg and the Finning border, out communication by water Is
KIND EVER MADE
AND HIS PARTY
WILL BE PUNISHED
still open.
From all over the empire the story
is the same:
Work lias stopped, no
newspapers are printed, schools nave
closed and business Is suspended. The Of Business Contrivances of Take Ship at Norfolk to Reach Culprit of Monday Night's
cry of the masses is always the same
political liberty. Telephone and
Every Kind and
the Panama Canal
Assault Arrested at Las
.
telegraphic communication with Moscow has entirely ceased. St. Peters-buNov. 2
Character.
Vegas Today.
Is entirely .Isolated from Moscow.
e

'

g

delegates
representing the different WITTE WILL BE GIVEN
political parties, it has; been decided
POWERS OF DICTATOR.
to unite In the establishment. of a govSt. Petersburg, Oct. 28. The city Is
ernment, and to act Independently of again in darkness tonight, save for
the imperial authorities.
kerosene and candles. Count Witte
spent the day with the emperor at
THEATER AND 8ALOONS
Peterhoff. Upon him rests the ImARE SET ON FIRE. perial hopes. It is only a question of
St. Petersburg,
28. Serious hours when he will again be premier,
Oct.
rioting occurred at Reval last night. wit;i practically dictatorial powers.

FIRST CONTRIBUTION

NEW WAY TO ASCER-

FOR CHARITY HOME

TAIN SHIP SPEED

Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. The
A CHECK FOR $10, FROM A.
V. TEGNER, CONTRACTOR
AND new protected
cruiser Charleston,
BUILDER.
which will be tested for speed today.
Is the first warship tested In accordance with the new system of speed
morning's
In this
mail The

IT IS

itrrtrcrtirKftrtii
Citizen

4

received

the following

letter:

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 27.
4 To the Business Manager of The
4 Evening Citizen.
4 Dear ir In response to your
4 article of today, in regard to the
4 question, "What is Albuquerque
4 going to do with its indigent
4 sick?" I here inclose my check
4 for 10, which you will please
4 direct Into the proper channel.
,
4 Respectfully,
ALEX. V. TEGNER.
4
4 (The check will be placed In
4 the big safe in this office and
4 held until a permanent organize-tiou Is affected, when it will bo
turned over to the proper ofli- 4 ciuls, in accordance with the wish
of Mr. Tegner.)
9. 9. 9. 9
9 9 9 9.
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COTTON REPORT IS

9.

New

Oct. "S. "Large
yexporters and the crop

York,
b

mate of

A

A.

TYPEWRITER

SPEED

rd'

CONTEST

New York, Oct. 28. The second national business show opened here today at MadlBon Square Gsrden with a
large attendance.
Never before has
stlch a comprehensive exhibition of
appliances,
furniture,
contrivances,
etc., of a helpful and time and labor
tavlng value to the commercial and
Industrial wnld been shown under
one roof.
Manufacturers of typewriters, office
furniture and office supplies from all
parts of the United States and Canada
and even from Europe are represented in the exhibition and the latter Is
attracting great Interest among business men of all branches.
One of the interesting features of
the exhibition will be a speed contest between Miss Eola Worthing of
Brooklyn and Miss Lildan Reiner of
Chicago. The exhibition will close on
November 4. At the same time the
National Association of Office Appll-- ;
ance Manufacturers and the Associat- ed Office Appliance Manufacturers of
America will hold their annual con-vent Ions.

i

1

WRECK OF

i

SPANISH
CRUISER REPORTED.
London. Oct. 2S. A dispatch to the
news agency from Corunna, Spam.
says that a Spanish armored cruiser
the name of which is believed to be!
the Cardinal Cisneros, foundered off
Vlllanova today, after striking a rock.i
All on board were saved.
A

J

REMAIN

TfERE

SEVEN 'DAYS

WILL BE BROUGHT TO THIS CITY

Norfolk, Va., Oct. 28. Secretary ot
War Taft and his party this morning went aboard the cruiser Columbia at Hampton Roads, to sail for
Colon, where they are expected to
arrive on Neveniber 2. Besides Secretary Taft, the party Includes Col.
Edwards of the dnsular bureau, General John P. Story, retired, president
of the fortification board; Col. Black
Major George
of the engineers;
Thales, recorder of the fortification
board, and W. W. Mischler, Secretary
Taft's stenographer.
Secretary
Before his departure
Taft said he would take quarters on
shore and see all there was to see
along the canal tone. After a week
on the Isthmus, the whole party will
sail for home on November 9. The
purpose in going to Panama, Secretary Taft said, was, first, to see what
actually had been done since he was
there a year ago. Ho also intended to
know Just where the money had gone
that had been expended for the canal
account He desired to be able, when
he returned, to tell the public precisely the status of work on the canal.
Afer seeing Just what had leen done
and he difficulties in the way of actual construction, he said he hoped to
be able to deal with administrative
questions concerning the canal effectively and satisfactorily, as well as
from the standpoint of the engineer
as that of the business num.

K. H. Brings, the Santa Fe train
porter who assaulted Hon. Alex. Bowie, president of the Caledonian Coal
company of Gallup, at the local station last Monday night as the latter
was boarding train No. 1, was arrested
this afternoon at Las Vegas, when
train No. 2, which passed through Albuquerque this morning, reached that
city. Briggs was arrested on a
charging him with assault
with a deadly weapon, and he will
be brought back to this city for his
preliminary hearing.
At the time that train No. 2 was In
the city this morning. It was not
known that any complaint had been
made against Briggs, and hence he
was not arrested. However, snortiy
after the train left. District Attorney
Frank W. Clancy looked up Special
Officer Ben Williams, of the Santa Fe,
and informed him that Mr. Bowie had
instructed him, as district attorney,
to take steps toward apprehending
the man who had assaulted him, and
to see that he was prosecutued. Officer
Williams then wired the authorities
at Las Vegas to meet train No. 2 and
arrest R. H. Briggs, porter of tourist car No. 3.130. Sheriff Armijo will
go to Las Vegas tonight und bring
the prisoner back" to this city for his
preliminary hearing.
Briggs was seen while the train was
in this city this morning. He emphatically denied striking Mr. Howie, tint
it was very apparent to the people
Ktauding on the station platform that
porter of tourist car No. 3,1 Ho did not
Special Officer Willeave the train
liams was al the train with several
parties who had teen the assault
committed, and they positively Identified Briggs as Die man.
If it had
been known that Briggs was wanted
at the time that No. 2 remained here,
he would have been taken from the
rain this morning and lodged in jail.
On the night of the assault
Mr.
Howie was unable to identify the man
who struck him, any more than that
lie was colored ami had a black nious-tiche- ,
and that he was on tourUt car
No. 3,Kio. Briggs tallies exactly with
Mr. Bowie's description.
a
He Is
very black nemo and has a black
moustache. There is little question
but t hat he Is the guilty man, as be
was identified by a number of persons.
District Attorney Clancy lias taken
steps to punish Briggs for his dastardly assault, and he will be assisted
by the railway officers and authorities
who are. very anxious that punishment
In1 meted out to him.

RATHER BULLISH

4

ANTHONY WAS
REFUSED

testing.
Formerly the vessels were
gien a run oer a staked course of a
definite number of miles or knots.
Under the present system the revolutions of the screws during a run In
the open sea are watched, after the
propellers had been carefully standardized. This method was chosen at
the recommendation of the former
Englneer-ln-Chie- f
Melville and is regarded as the most scientific and accurate method yet devised for ascertaining the sea speed of a steamship.
The Char.eston will be given a run of
four hours.

iii,;;imi,iiimi liy Miss Giles

s

esti-

LITTLE GAME OF THE RAILROADS

have
the

tendency to strengthen
VOTE hadva
market," Miller & Co. say in their

UTTERLY FAILED TO PAN OUT

re--

"The
wof the co'.t'm situation.
reports of frosts in various districts
of the cotton It, It have a'so added to

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 28. Miss Mary S. Anthony, sister of Susan H. Anthony, the woman's suffrage cham- !h.. bullish sent inert ;:i the market
red shorts to
pion, accompanied by a friend, enter- and has caused Iii.l-I.ied one of the registration booths in c iver. Should a killing frost occur ali
Arkansas, North
mis city an exi'ese; the wh.h l t ) over roith Texas.
i
Louisiana,
s?ee and the north- rvb-teher mine l'r the ru:i,:n
ern portions cf Mississippi and A!uundoubtedly cause
it would
'We refuse the application, in ac- biuna.
cordance with the election law." re- grea; damage to 'be vast amount of
plied t lie chairman of the registration Into cotton in those sections of the
board, "which declares that only male belt. It must not be forgotten, howcitizen? of the United States are elig-ibi- ever, that a large part of the short in-a
terest litis been covered, and that
to suffrage."
Miss Anthony merely tossed her big new long account has been built
headhead and, without saying another up. This is a situation which weakword walked out of fie registry place. ens an otherwise strong situation and
Later she said it was all a Joke, as may bring about a strong reaction
she knw very well ber application even in the face of extensive crop
damage."
would be rejected.

Some Delegates to Seceder's Convention in the Pay

of Railroads and Some Had Their

1

Ti-.in-

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS MEET
IN USUAL ANNUAL GATHERINGS
Kansas City. Mo., Oct. 28. The annual convention of the Missouri state
horticultural society opened here today at the Coates bouse. It will remain in session three days, and Is unFruit growusually well attended.
ers from all parts of the 6tate are
prestnt and a highly Interesting session is expected. The propagation of
new varieties of peaches and apples
id the Bolentifls phase of fruitgrow

ing will be the principal subjects for
discussion at the convention.
TEXAS FAIR OPENS AT
DALLAS, FEVER BEING OVER.
Dallas. Texas, Oct. 28. The Texas
state fair was opened here today, after it had been postponed from September oil, on account of the prevalence of yellow fever ad the strict
quarantine regulations. The attendance on the opening day was very
large and the display are of unusual
merit this year.

WAS

PRESENT

NAVY YARD NOISE BROKE

IT

Adlai Stevenson, Distance Mostly Across Land

Francess
Were There.
ARBOR

DAY

and More Than

Thous--

.

and Miles.

MEMORIAL

MRS.

ROOSEVELT SENT

MESSAGE

Nebraska City. Neb.. Oct. 28. The
monument which the Arbor Day Memorial association
has erected In
Honor of J. Sterling Morton, secretary
of agriculture, during the last. Cleveland administration and founder of
Arbor day, was unveiled today In the
presence of thousands
of visitors
from all parts of the state.
President Cleveland made the principal address of the day, eulogizing Mr. Morton, who died three years ago. The
monument Is a statue of iMr. Morton,
mounted on a massive pedestal and
is considered.
fine work of the
sctilptors' art.

ON PANIC, AND ITS
ANCIENT CAPITAL, MOSCOW, ENGAGED N THE FORMATION OF A
INDEGOVERNMENT TO ACT
PENDENTLY OF THE IMPERIAL
AUTHORITIES, THE RUSSIAN EM
BORDERING

THOUSAND

Cleveland,

RUSSIA

J. Communication Kept up
Between Washington

FIVE

Between Soldiers and People wherever Heard
From Armed Crowds Shoot at Police and
Light Incendiary Fires.

WAY ITS DONE

Sterling Morton by

Starting at Every Sound.
MOSCOW

WIRELESS THE

IS UNVEILED

St. Petersburg Shut Off From Home and Abroad,
Sits

NUMBER 275

Expenses Paid.
Chicago, Oet.

day :;ays:

2S.

Ybe

Triune

extraordinary statt l affairs has been
revealed.
Evidence is said to have been discovered that no:.." of the delegates in
the seceders convention, who tried to
break into the i t gu.ar gathering, were
in the employ of certain railroads, and
that a large number had their expens- es paid by the railroads, especially in
the way of passes. Some of the dele-- i
gates have been identified as railroad

to-

leilti.il n.Vi rrnu.nt Is
investigate i the cfutU cf the railroad interests to pack t he interstate
commerce law convention, which met
here Thursday and yesterday.
Dr. E. D. Durand, special examiner
attached to the bureau of corporations
of the depart mint of commerce, is
conducting the inquiry. He refuses
to discuss the results of bis investigation so far, but it ij known that an
'1

He

THEATER AT CHATTANOOGA
ERECTED BY SUBSCRIPTION
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 28. Subscriptions for the proposed new theater, which Is proposed to be erected
on Eleventh street, near the site of
the proposed new city hall and the
postoffice building, are rapjidly coming In and there is no longer any
doubt that the project will soon be
carried out. The promoters of the
plan expect to raise I'io.Oiiu for the
purpose and nearly $45,noo of tlat
buiu has already been subscribed. The
citizens are very enthusiastic over the
plan and It Is expected that the total
amount required will soon be

i

lawyer--

war-ranc- h

i

Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. The
wireless telegraph station at the
Washington navy yard was in communication with the armored cruiser
West. Virginia, on which President
Roosevelt Is a passenger, from 2:07 to
5:15 this morning.
As soon as the noise of the machinery and engines began, before seven
this morning, it bec.ne Impossible to
communicate further, but it la expected that communication will be resumed when the yard quiets down
night
fall.
The feat of communication from
Washington to a vessel on the Gulf of
Mexico, about 1,100 miles of distance
ASSOCIATES IN OFFICE
ATTENDED THE OCCASION. and mostly overland, Is regarded as
Nebraska City, Neb., Oct. 28. In remarkable.
the presence of 5,000 persons, and
THE
with elaborate ceremonies, the statue CONGRATULATED
PRESIDENT BY WIRELESS.
of J. Sterling Morton, secretary of
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. As soon
agriculture in the last Cleveland cabinet, and founder ot Arbor. Day, was as the West Virginia was in touch
unveiled at Morton park this after- with the wireless station at Key West
noon. The principal of those present today, the first message to tie transat the ceremony was former Presi- mitted from the shore to the big
dent Grover Cleveland. Vice President cruiser was a personal one from Mrs.
Adlai Stevenson,
Governor Mickey, Roosevelt to the president, congratuHon. Hilary A. Herbert, David R. lating him on the anniversary of bis
birthday.
Francis and other associates of Mr.
Morton during his term of office,
NEW STEAMSHIP LINE
EXPEDITION NOT AN
TO THE WEST INDIES
OFFICIAL ONE.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. The
Orlnell party, whose probable loss in New York, Oct. 28. The Balling from
attempting to explore Tiburon island this port today of the steamship Ta-gwai reported some time ago, was notj
for West Indian ports marks the
an official
expedition and was not inauguration of a new steamship
sersent out by the f overnment, as was vice between thls city and southern
reported. Prof. W. H. Holmes, chief Atlantic ports "The new line Is merely
of the United States bureau of eth-- , an extension 'of the service of the
nology, gays that Prof. Grinoll and Royal Mail Steam Packet company,
comrades doubtlefs went to Tiburon which for more than a quarter of a
island on their own account, and toat century has maintained a regular serthe report that tney perished from
between England and West Inhunger and thirst is very probable. vice
dian ports. The steamers of the new
line wili call at Kingston, Jamaica;
BILL BAILEY ESCAPES
Porto Colombo, Ia Guayra, Trinidad
and Barbadoea. From Barbadoes the
FROM COUNTY BASTILE ships will proceed to the Azores and
thence to England. The same Itinerary will be followed on the return trip,
SURROUNDING
SCALES
WALL
In reversed order.
JAIL AND TAKES REFUGE IN butThe
fleet employed In the service
ALONG
RIO includes the Tagus, Atrata, Plata, OrTIMBER
THE
GRANDE.
inoco and Trent.
The steamers will
sail at fortnightly intervals.
Bill Bailey, the erstwhile negro porter, who 'was sentenced to serve a RAILROAD TO REACH
term, of sixty day In the county Jail
BATTLEFIELD OF YORTOWN
last week by Judge Crawford, In poBaltimore, Md., Oct. 28. The hislice court, succeeded In scaling the toric battlefield of(Y6rktown is to be
wall surrounding the county jail last made easy of access by the building'
evening and is still at large.
of a railroad from Newport News to
As soon as It was discovered that the battlefield. The Virginia Peninsu'Bailey was missing the sheriff's office lar Railway company has been organorganized a posse and started In pur- ized, with a capital stock of 30u,uoo
suit of the fleeing negro. He was lo- and an application has been filed with
cated hiking for the tall uncut, along the Virginia Corporation commission.
the (Rio Grande, and chase was given, W. A. rost, general manager of the
but he managed to lose himself In the big shipyard at Newport News and
thick underbrush and the chase was president of the Newport News street
given up late last night. Today no railway, is president, of the new comtrace of the escaped jail bird could pany; J. L. Pat ton, of Newport News,
be found.
is vice president; Charles M. Graves,
It is very likely that Bailey has of Norfoik, secretary, and Arthur Lee,
escape.
It Is not treasurer. The construction of the
made good his
thought that the officers will lose road will be begun as soon as the
much sleep over his disappearance, right of way has bee secured. The
as they would be glad to have him c r. win l,e run by gasoline motors
leave the city for good, as he is con- of high speed.
sidered to be a dangerous man.
His last offense, which got him into MURDER AND SUICIDE
Jail again, was that of beating one
CAUSED BY INTOXICANTS
Susie Davis, a colored domestic, whom
Colo., Oct. 28. Carlos
Tellurlde,
he accused of being untrue to him. Delsasso, while Intoxicated this mornup
In
Susie was quite badly chewed
ing, shot and killed bis four months'
the encounter, but is now on the road old baby, wounded his wife in the
to recovery.
cheek and then turned the revolver
on himself. It Is expected he wi.l dio.
Eggleston's Wife Prostrated.
Some say jealousy and some say that
Grieving over the fact that her hus- a family quarrel was the cause of the
band is in lail charged with a grave shooting. Delsasso was a miner.
crime, and failing in all efforts to secure bonds fir his release, Mrs. 80UTH AMERICAN PATRIOT
(Maude Eggleston, a bride of only a
HAS HIS DAY CELEBRATED.
few weeks, Is lying at the home of her
Caracas, Venezuela, Oct. 2H. The
parents suffering from nervous pros anniversary of Sitnou Bolivar, Venetration, and her condition Is cousld-- j zuela's liberator, is celebrated ail
(red serious. Mrs. Ksgleston was ter- through Venezuela today.
Bolivar's
ribly shocked when her husband was birthday is the only national holiday
arrested last Sunday as the principal of Venezuela and is as generally obin the shooting affray which occurred served as the Fourth of July In the
between two hunting parties In Bear I'nited S'ats.
Patriotic meetings
canyon. Muring the past week shei with music and speeches are hod lu
her every city and town of the country
had worked Incessantly among
friends to raise the tl.ooo bond nec- and the rest of the day is given up to
essary to secure the release of
popular amusements.
from jail, and when she bad
St. Louis Wool.
exhausted everything in her power,
Mo., Oct. 2S. Wool marSt.
and failed to raise the bond, she sufket steady and unchanged.
fered a complete physical collapse.
forty-sevent-

h

us

,

SENATOR ANDREWS SUED BY THE

.

CELEBRATING
THEIR MITCHELL DAY
Scranton, Oct. 28 The I'nited Mine
Workers of American are celebrating
Mitchell day today In the usual manner. The usual date of the celebration is Ocyjer 2H, but that day falling on a Sunday this year, the preceding day was selected. The mine workers of this, the first district, had asked the mine workers of the other districts to join them in the celebration
and the result is that today's parade
and mass meeting were far greater
ttian in any previous year. Many pro
miin nt labor leaders were in attendance and delivered addresses. John
Mitchell was the gm-s- t of honor of the
day and was received with great enHe delivered the principal
thuhiasHi.
addreys.

RECEIVER OF ENTERPRISE BANK

MINERS

CHICAGO

POSTOFFICE

IN ITS NEW QUARTERS
Chicago, Oct. 28. The gigantic,
though delicate task of moving the
Chicago postoffice into its new quar
ters in the recently completed $6,000,-t(iOfederal building, without delaying
or disturbing the handling of approximately two million pieces of mail matter, which the office handles daily,
gau today.

0

O'BRIEN WINS FIGHT

FROM KAUFMANN.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 28 Jack

O'Brien knocked out Al Kaufmanu In
the seven'eentk round hts-- e last night.

-

Pittsburg, Oct. 2X ItcceUor John
Cunningham, of the Enterprise Na
tlonal bank, filtered suit tills afternoon against W. II. Andrews, of New
alleging fraud.
Mexico, for $."iu.iinii,
Andrews' name has been prominent y
connected wiili the failure of the
B.

life

nk.

is to
The action aeainsl Andrew
recover $.'i5,0'o, alleged to have been
from the bank by Andrews
through Cashier Clarke, who committed suicide, and it l.i said to be the
result of discoveries made bv Receiver Cunningham In his investigation
Into the bank's accounts. It is alleged

that Andrews waa an intimate

busi-

ness associate and interested In vaand enterprises
rious corporations
with Clarke and unlawfully and fraudulently conspired with F. R. Nichols,
Clarke and others to procure funds by
the proceeds of negotiable paper, and
tliar Nichols, at bU request, carried
A shortout the alleged conspiracy.
age of Imni.ooo in caoh in the accounts
of Cashier Clarke of the Knterpri.se
bank is reported to have been discovered by Special Examiner Moxey
and Receiver Cunningham. This mo
uey is supposed to have been loaned
without security or any record being,
made of the transaction.

ClT.La.KX.

SATURDAY,

PROf ESSICNAL

THE EVENING CITIZEN
PHIbf

EVENING

ALBUOUKKQUE

PACE TWO.

I

Dally sad Weekly by

Tbe Citizen Publishing Company

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER
C"0aO0CrC"Oaa0
OCK000
)0-0-

CARDS

DENTIST8.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

0

- -

Dental Surgeon.

Out ef the, city until October 24, or
glove fiting coat. Above the hem
Oct. 2K It la not always f smiled upon by the elite. As a
teres at
or tntnoniMkxi throush tha
show handsome there are two rippled tucks, stitched later
nails as second elaaa matter.
woman who has the mon extern rult now designs of
si.k cords ex- on with the narrowest soutache braid.
shoulder trimmings
fcamuna J, Alger, O. b. S.
sive wardrobe who la the best dressy ten,,H1, vrgt (ffrrt!, or fancy cloth and
A combination vest and facing disNo. !HN Katlroad avenue
Office noun
p. m. ; 1:80 p. m. to I
:W a. m. to
ed said a world famed courtourlere, nt,w r,,Vers and cuffs designs which tinguishes the front of the coat, bep.
m. Telephone ML Appointments made
discussing the possibilities within take away the ploblan qualities of the ing of embroidered cloth put on with
CUNIONl
pipping and braid used on the skirt. nr mail.
reach of an average dress allowance, season and make them really elegant. aThe
revers of green moire are bound
LAWYERS.
and a hat of green
j with
silk
completes
trimmed,
the
plume
velvet
8. Rodey.
Bernard
Official Paper of Bernalillo Count)
ATTORNKV-AT-LAcostume.
Alhuguerque,
Satin and velvet are associated In N. M. Frompt attention given to all
teeeclated Pru Aftrmoon Dispatcher
every
cos-pertaining to the profession.
I tuMncss
chic
the construction of
largest City and County Circulation.
Will practice In ai! courts of the terricor
velvet
silk
and
tupie,
also
as
are
Tna largest New Metlco Circulation,
Dnrk blue broadcloth tory and bofore the United Utatee lP1
duroy velvet.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
costumes are more elegant than can orhc
words. A stun- - ATTOk,KT-AT-LA- Ira M. Bond.
be described in ni'-rFT A
82 K street, N.
SUBSCRIPTION:
nine French model is made with a W.,
Washington, u. v. Pe stone, lands,
f.r,.0
Tafl by mail, ena year In advance
long skirt cirrn nr in cut, molding the patents,
letter patcarlats.
coprHrhts,
baity by mail, on month
V
hip", fin ilng he'ow and v!iov;"g a ents tmrle merle, elelms
Ueml
tight
ciaft,
tilting,
Weakly by
ona year
train. The coat Is
it
R. w. D. Bryan.
e
,vii. :,nurt rippling 'tasfpirs and re.
Albuquerque.
ATTORNET-AT-LAVbut-!
vers of the iiH'tovabre type. It
N. U Office. Flrsi ..stinnal Bank
by Carrier, 60c pcrmontl
tons down the front with buttons of
t
j flirt h
sit In dull gold rims, being cut
E. VV. Dobson.
Kvunino Crma will he delivered in th.
low enough to show the top of a silk
Crom- Office
ATTORNET-AT-LAHy at tha low rat of 20 cent per week, or for 6
j
waistcoat of d" old rose embroidered well blncK Albii jerque. N. if
pants par month, when paid monthly.
in gold. A la e plastron shows above
John H. btingie.
W , Hulte 16, N. T.
the vest.
ATTORN K V
yUrtrtlslDg Rates Made Known on Appllcatloi
The wing hat Is st 11. In fashion. Armilo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Gay colored wings
form the only
ARCHITECTS.
Wahasrfljai a will confer a favor by notifying: ut
trimming to many of the new fall moerased lately on any nondelivery of the paper,
r.ow
dels,
wing
are
effects
youble
a
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- d
on the under brims of the hats rord, rooms
Harnett building,
Jfl Wttere and remittancea ahould be addressed ti
which show the very narrow front In Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phone.
.
.
OrriuN Pt ai.wniNO Company. Drafts.
line. The
order to lengthen the
beaks, paetornce and express money orders
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
shows
novelty wing of the
saost be made payable to tha order of the
the swan's
twin loops which resemble
asabaany.
'
D.
F. MACROLLINQ,
heck, but tjiese are known 'tsVhe
surveyln
and
Civil engineering,
developwing.
season's
This
pretzel
'
'
.
',' s
a
lrafting. 20i Railroad avenue. Auto
the
suits
especially
wing,
of
ment
the
(Automatic 183.
Belt 5.
:
very narrow with a long stim tip and matic 'phone 740.
w 'n n vcrw short and
in "int.
CONTRACTOR 4 BUILDER.
Velvet flowers and foliage are to be
NAVAJO
quite a feature of the new fall and
A. L. Morgan.
:
American beauty-rose.
winter millinery.
TIIK INDKPKNDENT CONTRACTOR
cheerfully
made entirely of velvet with ANH BL'I
CASNA'S MURDERER
Job work sollcted. Automatic
stem rnrt leaves of a rich shade of furnlshrd;
T'.M: short nil North Second street.
pfinne
green velvet will be poneA".
slmp.y Albuquerque. N. M.
Rich cream velvet, vt
PHYSICIANS.
made as a suggestion that will be
Identified by
Arrested
adopted by many autumn brides for
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
fashionable wedding gowns.
Wife
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
Slayer of Her
Keds in various shades will be very
conspicuous. The orchid shades will President New Mexico Board of Osteo
successfully
All
diseases
be much affected for evening wear, pathy.
Barnett building.
the deeper shades merging Into plum, treated., Offllce
will be seen on the street, while bluu Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
of all shades will be equally popu- phones. Sundays by appointment.
HE IS NOW IN JAIL AT GALLUP
lar.
VETERINARY.
Many of the new fur coats exemDr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
plify the fad of the short sleeve, heaVeterinary surgeon and dentist,
Wednesday "Navajo Indian Jim"
vy kid gloves to the elbow w,ill be Horses,
(
cattle arfd hogs treated by
worn and will make up for the ab- the latest,
was arrested on a warrant chrging
up to date, approved, scisence
of
sleeves.
Anhim 'with tbe murder of the late
at Trimble's
brick rod entific methods.
gloves
of a
Kid
Old 'phone, 8; auto., 122.
dre Casna, says the Gallup Repubare striking and wi.l be worn very stables.
lican. Sheriff Coddington, accompanFALL TERM.
much this fall.
Ki.tlng is to enjoy popularity.
ied by Chief Deputy De Shon went
Now York

PoetoflV".

28. 1905.
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assist.
Cashier'
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON ' LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
0. E. CROMWELL
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FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
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FIRST NATIONAL

v

and
as the
Husband.'.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

out with the warrant to a point about
forty miles north of Gallup, where
they found the Indian at his hogan.
He made no resistance when arrested,
and came to town peacefully and is
now a prisoner in the county jail.
Day before yesterday Airs. Casna
was able to talk clearly on the murder, and, stated that her husband was
killed by "Navajo Jim." Justice
to the house where Mrs.
Casna Is remaining, and she swore
to the murder charge against the Navajo Indian. Tbe officers took the warrant and served it as above mentioned.
After the warrant had been
served, the Idian broke down and
tears came into his eyes, for he was
very much frightened, although at
the time he had not heard on what
charge the white men 'bad taken him
Into custody. After the first show
ing of fright and grief the Indian re
sumed his usual unmoved tempera
ment.
Now that Mrs. Casna is able to
talk, she told for the first time the
Btory of the killing on the night of
the murder she was awakened by a
noise in the house, and raised herself;
in bed and saw the Indian in one of
the rooms. 'He had lighted a lamp and
She
was searching for something.
'called her husband and the Indian ran
out of the house. Casna jumped out
of bed and gave chase to tbe Navajo,
who had made for the stable. Casna
followed him until near the stabir,
when the Indian turned and fired the
shot that proved fatal. As has been
told before, Casna went to the house,
where he fell and his wife raised him
from the floor just as the second shot
was fired through the window by the
Indian. It. is now believed by the officers that the Indian meant to kill
Mrs. Casna when he fired the second
shot, and that thw" bullet that wounded her was not. fired at her husbana
as was the first theory. Mrs. Casna
recognized the Navajo when he was
brought to her yesterday. She says
that "Navajo Jim" is the man who
did the shooting, of which she Is pos
itive. She also states that this Navajo was at the house the evening
in
and that he made certain
quiries about the people at the house
and aii out a saddle that he wanted.
The saddle was missing when the officers went to the bouse the day after
the killing.
De Shon
said that the report
that the Indian had confessed to the
crime is false, as the Indian has
'hardly abl a word since he was
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Merely a Lace Coat Coating $15,000.

How many women in America wear me like It?
with a winter jacket that "cof.'.s $10, and
Most of taem
tens of thousands of them never dream of one that costs as much as thi3
modest sum. Yet $15,000 Is the price paid lor anlriih lace guipure lace

coat.

x

The woman whose graceful figure it adorns won't wear It a dozen
times during tbe season.. She will no. have to, for she counts her coats,
jackets, wraps and cloaks by the nun ireds. But Just vVery once In a while
she will don this gorgeous lace coat, Uiat represents the life work of dozlassies of Erin's Isle.
ens of gray-eyegreater in value.
Every day that this coat is in existence it grow
Lace Is like rare old wine with time it gets richer ami richer, and when It
has ilieen handed down lor a few generations it U priceless.
To dress In proportion with a $15,000 coat means a total investment of
$100,000 in jewelry, silks and feathers.
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CALL

The State 'National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL,

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

DEPOSITS

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

0
0

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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& Heating

to.

O

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad- Ave.
Colo. 'Phone. 234. vS

"OLD RELIABLE"

SOc

M1.00

Free Trial.

Barest and Uuitkest Cure for evil
THROAT end LUNG TROUB--1
LEfci, or MONE1 BACK.

1878

WHOLESALE GROCER
FlouY, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In

the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

Qcci40oeoiotcoosot

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

n
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He Albuquerque Gas, fleclrlc I

Light ond Power company I
I

Can Polish Your
BUSINESS
Put on a polish that

it before the
public and bring the public into the
place of business.

A Shine of Lights
Is the way In which this can
A shine
be done.
that will
never lose its brilliancy, and
will have attraction always.

will-brin-

g

0

0m
0
0

r

0
0

Lights That Will Talk $
Are the lights that burn into
the favor of the buyer w ho may
desire to purchase Mimething.

oocooooooo oooooooooo
WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT

Pries
.

ESTABLISHED

B. PUTNEY'

FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, in the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 1SH5, issued in two series, known
as A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1
to 102 both inclusive, of 6erles A,
and 13!) bonds of $lo0 each, numbered
1
to 13'J, both inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, must be presenfed
for payment at the Chemical National
bank in the city of New York, or at
the ofllce of N. W. Harris & company,
in the city of Chicago, 111., on or
the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
Call at 110 West Clold avenue for
embroidety materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Christmas gifts. Stamping done.

1

un-de-

Santa Fe Railway Company

1905.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1906-- , viz.: Donaclano Valencia, for tbe southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range
east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land. Tlx.
Jacobo Valencia, of Chlllll, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chillli, N. to.; Alejan
dro Ronquillo. of Chillli, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Rather Intended to
OPERA
Indulgent
Husbands
Wakeful.
Make the

(i

0

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

J

1

1

2
0

&

$500,000.00
1250,000.00

t

j

I

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

t

(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
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but rather she who knows how to An example is given In a costume of
green nove'.ty I w eed, made over the
wear to advantage what she has.
The plaited
A new opera coat is called the peig- - same green color silk.
noir, because It bears a resemblance skirt Is almost concealed by the long
to the pretty loose silken c)ats which
women of luxurious wardrobe have
for a bedroom and boudoir, and which
are worn with a pretty petticoat anil
silk bebe blouse.' With the exception
of the hood, which usual. y is attached
to tt'se coats at the back, the exV
1
t K
tremely loose and ftfll model illusone
of
b
of
them.
a
facsimile
trated
They can be adopted to general wear
by making in black taffeta or in the
newer black satin.
9 4
Tho smartest colors to choose or
4
4
1.
evening wear are either rose satin or
the bright shade of special blue which
fi Ef i iii
Is, known as deift. It is a brighter
shade than any other color before
I
known by That name, and when either j
this or the rose color is carried out in
V
shimmering satin and worn with an
ft
i
all white evening gown, It is difficult j
;
to Imagine the glorious effect It pro-duces.
The sleeves of these coats are pur- posely made enormously large though
y x :.
when the coat isWorn the sleeve part
merges into the rest of the mantle,
and does not seem exaggerated as to
,size. They should be made only ot
soft satin souple or taffetas anil if,
their quaint character is to be pre- served should have no other trimming
than a double quilting of the same
material around the edge and the
deep hood at the back. They should
by good right be culled the Princess
Margaret coat, as it was the number
in
hat popular
of them contained
princess' trousseau which has given
them their vogue.
Every season there has been a deTHE SECRET OF YOUTH.
$
mand for princess gowns and every
De Sot j JooUeil for the secret of season there bus been the samt; diffU
youth, in it spring of gushing,
iculty in finding a good model of one.
'
waters, w hich he was sure he These simple looking but most bafwould find in the New World. A- fling gowns have appeared at interof vals upon v'mon who will have them
lchemists and images, (thousands
them),- nave spent
their lives in at any cost and in her heart every
i
t!MM
quest for it, but it is only found by woman wants one. As things are this
tliiife p. ople who can digest and as- seuson every woman may have a prin- tw,V I
similate the right food, which keeps cess, tor at least a good moiM lias
y
"
vs.
the physical body perfect, that peace been achieved and one which can be
"V
i
ami comfort are the sure results.
played upon in a variety of ways so
A leiuarkable man of 9t says: "For that the model may be mai'e becommany lung years
buffered mere or ing to all. Practically everything is
lehs with
chronic costiveness and princess, for the separate circular
painful indigest ion. This condition skirt with Its bodice fitted along the
made liie a great burden to me. as waist line has a princess suggestion
yon may well Imagine.
about It.
f vU- years aai I begun to use
"Two
must not omit to tell you of t he
Ci ape-as food, and I am thank- Importance of crushed laspberry as
ful iliat I did. It lias been a blessing the rival to purple and p.uni.
Tin
7"
f
ti
f !
,t
to me 1n every
ay. I first noticed French masters of the loom tried
thai i; bad restored my digestion. Ihcmsoles tills snnimerv to get out
Tbi, wa a ureal gain, but was mi'h- - brilliant yet beautiful colors ami we
...
.
Ig to compare m importance w iili the are now getting .trie
mo renuni. ..r i.
fact that in a sle rl lime inv bow els
UIiil. street frocks of it
were restored to lie,, mid normal ac- -j
IS
broadcloth with collars and cuffs
cotta velvet. The bat wiW
'of
terra
'The cure scm.-- to be omplete: mH( , trinnned ill black and terra
,for two years have bad u.,ue of tlie ,.,.!!
.r...nwui nivnt art. niadit of
ii
old trouble.
the (iiape Nun it
in, the Kinpire coat and
food evry iiiornin
tneaKbist aiidiiMi.
Lin. in ..uuiiioir,. inlet with pa
COAT-Wh- ich
is
eijueui iy cui iioiuuos else.
be Use nel of
iet embroidery of the self AN
has made nie comfortable and happy, fabric. These gowns are worn with
and all bough I w ill be 'J4
old waistcoats of white handsome or
have bee.uue urong and acru lace, lidded crosswise over the
next fall,
An elegant lace opera coat is mounted upon a chiffon foundation ot
e
to give it the appeartupple again, erect in figure, and can bust, win, a chemisette and slock of creamy w.iite. Chiffon is ruffled up n the
walk wiih anybody and enjoy It." real Ya neiennei, above.
ance of warmth, and from the edgt s o the warp nine pleated lace trimmed
Name given by the Fosuim Co., Battle
riinart
becoming frills. A scarf drapery of wide, soft ribbons is a w,bature of this wrap. This
modesties are
as
as becoming when the
Creek, Mich. "There a reaeou."
more reconciled
long
coat. is arraifted about the throat to be tflective
to Hie
i
t'"'." l!'!c I'"')!;, "Tro V.
.
i ' They tave dt creed thai It must
wrap i closed, and the edges fall do vn among th, cascades of lace edged
Wtllville," in every pkg.
i certain
e,mi-Kii it s to be . .li.'.r.i.

President

vice President

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
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Business College Opens
Little boleros edged with fu- - and Albuquerque
Monday, September 4, 1905.
shown for street wear.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanTea sovns are new. They are the ship,
EngShorthand, Typewriting,
shade of that fragrant flower.
lish, Spanish and Mechanical DrawThere are great muffs to match the ing.
c(que boas.
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
Collar and cuffj of colored linen
For particulars call or address
touch up the seasonable suit of white
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
mohair.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
r
coat is the one
The
Library building, East Railroad
most favored for general use.
A loose outing coat of tweed is a
necessity for a young girl who runs
ASSAYERS.
about much this fall.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Wear a Jeweled bracelet or two on
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
your tlghtlv gloved forearm.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
aKSTELLE CLAIRMONT
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M
Pleasure to All.
No Pill is as pleasant and positive as
WILLING HELPERS
DeWitt'8 Little Early Risers. These
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladles
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
What's tbe use of a helper If
effect, while strong people say they
he Un't willing? Willingness is
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
an ample mantle which will al- - V
all druggista.
cover all tbe sins of serv- - S
f most
Ice. But a classified advertise- Spend your leisure time at the pool f
S ment In Tbe Evening Citizen Is a
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave S willing helper
that is not only V
nue.
if absoultely competent, but also Is V
a willing worker. It works all V
(V tbe time for you. It is the best V
and most economical publicity In
s" tbe world.
V

M.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

YnMl f

'

BANK

At Consistent Prices

H. RIJIMM:
NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

8ATURDAY, OCTOBER 28,

ALiBUUEIlQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Manager,
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TREAT

With the "Uncle Josh Spruce-by'company, which comes to the Elks'
theater for one evening, November 1,
is the celebrated '.Spruceby orchestra
orof eighi tcloiiU. The musical
reputaganization has a world-widtion, and Is under the direct t ion of a
talented leader and composer of note.
A very popular program Is rendered
between the acts. A big band is carried by the company, and a novel and
unique parade is given at noon daily
and includes a concert by the band.
and
A car load of special scenery
mechanical effects are used. The realistic saw mill scene is one of the
most startling pieces of stagecraft
ever produced. Twenty people are In
the company, which is the largest
r
production ever accomplished at
prices.
e

poi-ula-

"THE CHAPERONS" TO
HERE

One of the ambitious musical comedy offerings to visit this city, which
li is said will set a pace that the entire list will fintl difficult to equal,
will soon be here. Isidore Wit mark's
pretentious production of "The Oliap- rons" Is announced for presentation
Wednesday
at the Klks' Theater,
night, Nov. lid, and to Judge frem its
past performances, one must accord
this attraction a place in the very

STRONG MAN AND
STRONG WOMAN
WILL, WITH OTHERS OF COMPANY, GIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT
CASINO SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
The Ritchie Amusement company
will appear at the Casino, old town,
tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon, begln:
nign at 'I o'clock. Admission 2a and
35 cents; children, 15 cents. '
The Optic In a recent publication,
contained the following comments
about Prof. Ritchie and his wife.
A very novel entertainment and tin
excellent exhibition of physical culture was given at the Duncan opera
house Saturday evening. Prof. A. B.
Ritchie and wife were the entertain
ers and they deserved a much better
house.
The main feature of the exhibition
was that of allowing twenty men
from the audience all that could be
obtained to swing Jheir entire wight
on a two-Incgalvauized steel pipe,
which Prof. Ritchie held in his mouth,
sustaining their weight with his teeth.
The pipe was bent like a reed under
the pressure. Ritchie then placed the
pipe on the back of his neck and the
men on the stage straightened It out
again by swinging their weight upon
it. It was not a soft pipe, as many
might imagine, as the professor performed several gymnastic feats on it
while it was being held in the air by
his assistants and 11 did not bend a
fraction of an Inch.
Mrs. Ritchie allowed her. husband to
strike her over the head, necftr, arms
s
inch Iron
and body with a
bar until bent from the force of the
blow.
She also bent iron bars into
all shapes and fornis with her teeth,
and twisted horse shoes in two with
her hands, throwing the broken pieces
down in the aisles or the auditorium
for examination.
Ritchie asked for the strongest man
in the audience to come on the stage
and, responding to the cails of ius
friends. Charles Duffy, the wrestler,
volunteered his services. He struck.
Ritchie over the arms and across the
stomach with a one inch solid iron
bar until the bar Aetit from the blows
and tlie entertainer then offered ten
dollars for any two men in the audience who could straighten it out
asain. Duffy did not seem Inclined to
be one of the principals in the undertaking, so the order was not effected.
Mr. and Mrs. Ritchie had advertised
to box a three round match, but for
well known reasons that feature of
All
the entertainment was omitted.
used in the enof the parapherna
tertainment was subjected to the examination of the twenty men from
the audience who quickly convinced
themselves that no lead objects were
being used on the stage.
h

five-eigth-

l

Full of Tragic Meaning
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
Casey, la. Think what might have resulted from his terrible cough if 'oe
had not taken the medicine about
"I had a; fearful
which he writes:
conga, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
would relieve It, until I took Dr
King's New Discovery for Consurop
tion. Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
lung disease; prevents grin and
pneumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; 60c and 11.00. Trial bottle
free.
New Cure for Cancer.
All surface cancers are now known

1

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.09

33,500.00

Cash and Exchange,

'

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,
Deposits,

285,030.28

--

0

i

200,000.00
2,470,928.21

0

1,340,015.50

Total,

0

1,663,015.50
$2,955,958.49

Total,

0

$2,955,958.49

DITCH

AND

The Shutt Improvement Company,
original owner, and Charles F.
Waugh, Assignee and Trustee, Plaintiffs,

0

Depository of the

0
0

In the District Court, Second Judicial
District, Bernalillo county, Territory of New Mexico.

the top-- in the matter of popularity.
The company comes to this city with
many of the original favorites and a
big chorus of ehow girls and expert
dancing divinities.
The entire production, scenery and costumes Is new
this this season The play is said to
overflow with tuneful numbers and to
provide a fresh installment of comedy
sizzling hot from the masterful ' pen
of Frederic Ranlyin.
It is also said
that "The Whole Datum Family," the
latest New York success, is very
tunny.

63,222.60

0

APPURTENANCES.

Miss Carol Arden, who is to play
the title role in "Polly Primrose,"
when that stirring war drama comes
to the Elks' opera house this evening, under the management of D. 1..
Williamson, began her stage career
when a mere child. She was but 14
when she ventured Into the limelight.
Her record since has been a series of
successive triumphs, each more notar
ble than the one that went before.
As ''Polly Primrose," she attains the
perfection of her art, and the part Is
one that calls for the exercise of the
rarest of the players' art. It is easy
enough for one to rant, and tear and
thunder around in tragic role: easy
enough, too, for one to skip and jump
around like the circus clown, but to
play the part 'of a bright and effervescent college graduate without a
trace of buffoonery in the portrayal,
involves another and far higher order
of talent. Mrs. Le iMoyne holds first
rank among society woman jierform-ers;- ,
Miss. Arden is her close second
In the part, of much Jhe same character in which she is to make her appearance here.
The story circles around the
household of her father, a
rebel Colonel, on the outskirts of
Washington.) But the war incidents
are so neatly woven in with a love romance, with Polly, of course, as the
center of attraction, that it is hard
to say whether Mars or Cupid is the
larger factor In Its development. And
it so abounds in situations that storm,
and melt, and amuse by turns, that
the public is assured of a fine treat
when the curtain rises on the play.

0

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

81,191,220.39

--

0

GATION

i

Loans and Discounts,

-

f

LIABILITIES

0

0

MASTER'S SALE OF THE ALBU-- '
QUERQUE
OR
BERNALILLO
COUNTY LOW LINE IRRI-

x

0

0

0

per Lot

See Surety Investment Co., Owners

BE SEEN

25, 1005

INVESTMENT.

PER WEEK
Beautiful 50x142 foot residence lots in the Eas
tern Addition Highlands at from

.4

"

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST

A

PER WEEK

MUSICAL

'

0

0

A

0

0
SMALL

S

o

oo-oooooooooo-

A. T. & S. F.

JN THE PUBLIC EYE

f! I

P

BRITIAN'S NAVAL STAR
(America has another distinguished British visitor, Sir E. H. Seymour, admiral of the fleet. His rank is the highest in King Edward's navy,
and holds more decorations than probaly any other officer.)

Southwestern Brewery

,
)

& OWEN,
Albuquerque, N. M.. Attorneys
Plaintiffs.

for

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be just as skeptical and pes
simistic as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. You can put your food In a
pour a little Kodol Dvspepsia
Cure on it and It will digest it the
same as It will In your stomach. It

can't lielp hut cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It is curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and 'some
didn't. Kodol will cure you if medicine can cure you, whether you have
faith In it or not. Sold by all druggists.

Fort Bayard. N. M., (xt. 23, 19o5.
Sealed proposals in triplicate, for
furnishing material and constructing
Addition to Ofticers' Infirmary here
will bet received until 11 a. m., Nov.
27, 1905, and hen opened. Prop.als
for entire work or for construction,
plumbing, heating, and lighting, separately,, will be considered. U. S. reserves right to accept or reject any
or all proposals, or any part thereof.
Envelopes
containing
proposals
should be endorsed "Proposals for Addition to Officers' Infirmary," addressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Q. M.

0
5

&

Ice Co.

N

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

-

Colo. Phone. Bl.rW.

M

'

I

Santa Fe Central. Railway System
SUNSHINE

.

Fast

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
service. Steamship tickets to all
Connections at Tnrrann.' M M
n
i.v u- -

PM8enrtwt

Fe with the Denver

'

f'"2

V rIo Grande Vallad

pari

At8"U

l

'"H0?.111.

handling of passengers and frelrht
lM Cnlc0' Rock "iMd & Pacific rail- war. vT."
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
g
.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Ireland
Asst.
FRANK DIBERT' A"t- - Secy, and Treas.
J P LTNO
City Frt. and PaTs. Art.
8S
Tr...n
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

GetTr

ADMIRAL SIR
SeyFull name, Edward Hobart
mour.
Born, 1840.
Son of a clergyman and grandson
of Admiral Michael Seymour.
Entered the royal navy in 1852.
Promoted to command in 18Gt, and
to captain In 1873.
Became' rear admiral In 1889, vice
admiral In 1895. and admiral In 1M.
Was in the Black Sea during the
Crimean war, and was present at the
bombardment of Odessa, Sebastapol
and Kinburn.
Recelvedi ,nr''e decorations for his
service in the Black Si a and four for
services In the Chinese war of 1857-0- .
' Operated against Chinese rebels In
1 8t2,
and was wounded while fight

K. H. SEYMOUR.

ing pirates 6n the coast of Africa In
1870.

Awarded decorations for his. participation in the Egyptian war.
Was second In command of the
channel squadron In l!92-4- , and superintendent of naval reserves 1894-7- .
Was comman;ler In chief of the
ami led the
China station In 1897-"1- ,
naval forces which went to Lie relief
of the legations at Peking.
Had 'been principal uavn! A. 1). C. to
Kink Edward and commander In chief
at Plymouth.
Holds a Royal- Humane .Society
medal for saving life.
Made admiral of the flet In Pel
ruary, 19(15, succeeding Sir Nowell
Salmon.

OaCCOCCsCs0

top Bates I El Paso, Texas
ACCOUNT

MEETING

November 14
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CHICAOO LUMBER
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BUILDING PAPEii
aJwt
"tock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
...
Paint m
o..k .

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQU E RoVeThTm.

3

ooo oooo
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Propriotor
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars'
Bu!!dL8Ka0ratle Bar"' Babb,t MeuI: Co,umn"

,

"d

These exercises improve digestion,
reduce the whim measure, insure a
correct carriage and lengthen the
wai.t.
Each should lie performed ."u times
per day, In troiiis of 10 or do three
UToups of to of eiicb movement in
the uicinin and two at night.
Open t.".'1 window and wear clothing
that will not In the least hamper the
muscles. The exercises are far more
beneficial if done as a recreation, not
a task.

'0

ah.ftin..

Ropmlrt oh Mining and mini Machinery m omelmltv
foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuou.roue.

i

,

CARRIAGE

TRIMMING

N

M

AND RE-

PAIRING
Harneaa, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

This can be ma le very graceful and
even enjoyable by aiming at a free
Fwetip of the arms. It is well to hunt
for the pleasure to be found in these
motions, and particularly Is it easy to
find in this one.

to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Jaa. Walters, of Duffield. Va.,
writes:
"I bad a cancer on my lip
Edyth Valmesada with The Chaperons for years, that seemed incurable, till
Plana toCet Rich
Busklen's Arnica Salve healed It, and
"The Chaperons''
haa now It Is perfectly well." Guaranteed are often frustrated by sudden breakfront rank.
now been a factor in the high grade ru e for cuts and burns. 25c at all downs, due to dyspepsia or constipaRAILROAD TICKETS.
musical field for three years, and dur- druggists.
tion. Brace up and take Dr. King's
Cut Rates.
ing this time has visited all of the
New Life Pill. They take out the
larger cities one or more times, its
Cheapest accident insurance Dr. materials that are clogging your enFor reduced rates to and from all
notable New York run in competition Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain ergies, ana give you a new start. Cure points, go to Paulsen's Association
with a do.en other attractions of the and heal the wound. All druggists headache and dizziness, too. At all Railroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
me class easily placed It very near sell it.
drug stores; 25c, guaranteed.
bought, sold and exchanged.

to 18

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

8HERMAN-WILLIAM-

Movement No. 3.
lust to the eit, with
leti aim iiiinging to the flon'-- rixm
arm raised oved the bead; thin ..end
similarly to the ri K li t goin-- ; over as
iir as pos.si'.ile without undue strain,
and can fully coufiiu;!'.; tin- motion to
tlie natural
t.ie ttaist iiiu:-!udupta ion ofthe anus in the t

'

CONGRESS

Dales of sale November 13. 14 and 15. final limit will
be November
25; if desired, an extension of return limit can
'
posit of ticket w ,n Joint agent and payment of be obtained
November 16, limit to be extended to December 23. fee of oe nerore
Call at ticket office for further particulars.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent

N ATI VK AN D

Mend slcliwi.se,

MINING

AMERICAN

j

EXERCISERS

KIEAILTO

,

KI.OCK

2

A HOME INDUSTRY.

e

W. E. DAME,

I

FVTT

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

ecute to the purchaser or purchasers
proper conveyances In the premises,
and make due report to the court of
my doings, in accordance with the
aforesaid.
Special Master to make the sale.

0

ooooooo

IPiHSfFSim

I

$13,915.20.
And further notice Is given that I
will, immediately after said sate, ex-

II. S. RODEY,

Railway System

o o o o

-

vs.

The Albuquerque Land and Irrigation
Company, Defendant.
Public notice Is hereby given that,
under and liy virtue of a final decree,
duly made and entered In the above
cause on the 9th day of January, 1904,
naming me for such purpose, I, the
unde: signed,, will, at 11 o'clock, a. m.,
on the 22d day of November, A. D.
1905, at the front door of the Bernalillo county court house, in the old
town of Albuquerque, N. M., offer for
sale, at public auction, to the highest
and best bidder for cash, all of tne
right, title, estate and Interest in tne
'Albuquerque Land and Irrigation company, which existed to It on the 27th
day of June, A. D. 1900. at 4 o'clock
p. m. of said day, in and to the Albuquerque or Bernalillo county Low Line
Ditch, and all of the same, both the
finished and unfinished portions there
of, and all of the land, materials, fran
chises, water rights, dams, reservoir
sites, bridges, flumes, gates, sluices,
water ways, rights of way, embankments, property, and appurtenances of
every kind and character belonging to
and appurtenant thereto, said ditch
nd right of way being entirely In
'what was formerly Bernalillo county
and a part thereof being in what is
known as Sandoval county since created, and the remainder thereof being
in said Bernalillo county, and extending southward along the foot hills on
the east side of the river from the
head gate thereof in the Rio Grande,
near the pueblo of San Felipe, a distance of forty miles more or less to a
point at or near the IsUta railway
'bridge of the Atchison, Topeka &
'Santa Fe Railway Company, some ten
miles south of the City of Albuquer
que, all as said franchises, water
TighU, ditches, rights of way, and
other property as described, designated, known and set forth upon and
in the legal papers, maps, plans,
sketches, profiles, and so forth thereof, now on file in the
recorder's office, for said County of
Bernalillo, particularly the large blue
'print maps and amended maps and
profiles thereof, filed in said office
tinder date of January 19th, 1899, October 23rl, 1S99, and January 8, 1900,
respectively, made by P. K. Harroun,
and reference to which are hereby
made, for a better description of the
property, I will at such time sell, or
so much of such property as Is sufficient to satisfy the lien, damages,
costs and expenses of sale, which will
amount on said day, and when the
matter is concluded, to the sura of

0

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
VALUES IN ALBUQUERQUE REAL
ESTATE

o

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

Cor. Flnat Street and Tljera

o o

21 EGBR
QUICKEL

suffere,! habitually from cons tiTit
pation. Duan's Regulets relieved and 9
strengthened the bowels, so that they
have been regular ever since." A K. V
Davis, grocer, Sulphur Spring, Tex 0
as.
'

Road

A

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

BOTHE.

CO.

'

o o
Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNIOCTION. Finest Whiskies
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest ImDorted
Uer served. Flaeat aad best tUnported and DomeuUa Clgur.trade of

0

0
0

0
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From Josh Wise.

man's a
every sense
the' expression.

Soon we'll revel in our nimble
W'here the ton m urns an.' gay.
When the autumn tree and bramble.
Hang their summer elm in s away,
And put on these r) a trappings

"Why

MISS ALICE'S PRESENTS
' The fact that Miss Alice RooBevelf received presents
in the. Orient valued at 9100,000, the duty upon which
reach at least ffiO.OOO has caused no little comment
'
In the press of the country. One party Says thai because
Miss Alice is daughter of the president is no reason that
she should not be treated as any other American girl
would be treated, and that since she is. wealthy in her
own right she ought to pay the proper and full duty on
'the property she acquired in her trip.
.
The other, party declares that these presents were
given Miss Roosevelt by the nabobs and mik ados and
emperors and such, of the far east, because she. was considered by the givers as the daughter of the ruler of this
country, and therefore of royal blood by position, if not
Vy consanguinity, and thus the gifts were really
of regard for ott- - nation rnther than for the interesting young lady 'on
they wui bestowed.
They add that the gifts were such as Miss Alice did not
desire and certainly would never have bought that she
accepted them for fear of offending the well meaning
donors, and thus Incurring their ill will for our country. Hence, Secretary Shaw proposes a special act of
congress admitting these gifts without duty; and a chivalrous southerner, with more chivalry than sene of propriety, proposes to lead in a public subscription to raise
the necessary IHO.tlUO.
To The Citizen there seems a p.aln, easy and Just
settlement of this editorially much vexed question. This
settlement, which may have suggested itself to others,
but which this writer has not thus far seen In print, is
that Miss Roosevelt select such of these present as
she may desire to retain as souvenirs or for other reasons and on these let her pay the legal duty. The remainder of the presents let her turn over to the government, to be preserved in the Smithsonian Institute, or
some other national museum; and for this, congress can,
if it so pleases, pass a special bill for free admission.
;

, will
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The young man wants all the late
ftyle kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers are some of the
features the young gentleman will
want in evidence In his fall suit.

in

Me trains on this line
Pili'?" growled the pas-

YouDno9Ub.r

senger.
"We do," ..' licd the conductor.
"You do'
r'ay, you're two hours
behind now' "
"That's riuhi. and so long as we're
behind It w. will follow It."

When we note the matchless timings
Weaved In nature's priceless modes
With October's mellow glint mgs
In her forest home abodes,
How we'll thank Dame Nature's artist
For his friendship and good will
In thus dressing her the smartest
And not sending us the bill.

Young

M. MANDELL

Even Grover

TO WHOM HONOR
MAY

AT ANY

admit

TIME

BE DDE

aj--

From Denver Republican

The Clothier and Furnisher.

1

,

testi-monin-

IK

WISE

j

SOME OTHERWISE

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Ah, There, Colin!
R. Richmond. Ksq., had business at the court house this week. So
have many ot iters, less young and
handsome, legal lights and
while
teachers'
Institute
lasts. Don't blame them a

Bottled

(Pa.) Journal.

In

Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

"Is this your last appearance In this
country?" asked Mrs. De Roxdough.
"Yes, this is my last tour of Amer
ica, replied the great prima donna.
"Oh, you don't know how glad I am
to have heard you sing on your farewell totlr."
Somebody's discovered that John

takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had bythe use of
Empress mills flour.lhe knows her
bread will be the whitest, -- sweetest,
most nutritious, and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.
Who

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Colin

RESS.''4..444H4MvV4l '".

MPSE

KEEPY0U3

MELINI & EAKIN

fllM-ORTA-

4

i
4

i
4

i
4

M. BERGER
Ill Waal "ec' laant.a

"Cop,,oht

"EMP

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

!

i;
I

ME4I
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Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

A

Albuquerque,

McCall Is in debt. To the policy hold

N. M.

Horse Blankets and Lap Roifs

Automatic Phone, 199.

ers?

all kinds an
SPECIAL ' LOW PRICEi.
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.
We have them In

"I wish our meat market Ti3d
liar
gain dav."
"It Otlirht to hnve
Th. I.nlnhurc 4KX)CKXXXXXXXXX)OOOC
certainly shouldn't object to selling
O. F. PLATT,
once in a w ane at cut prices.
The real cleaner and dyer. La"This is your son'a last year at
fine
dles' and gentlemen's
college, I believe?"
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
"Yes, he's a senior, now."
"The last year is usually easier
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
than the others. As a senior the boy
Automatic 'phone, 675.
generally receives only the finishing 4KXXiCXXXXXDOCXX)OOOOOCXX0004
touches."
"Yes, and that's what his father
The Albuquerque Hatters
gets, too.:'

prices.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

1,1

J&i&t-- t

cinmvit .

HOUSE

and Steam Cleaners
Senator Dolliver, of Iowa, has startafter the Standard" Oil company. Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Let's see when does Iowa next elect Clothing steam cleaned, and pressed.
Corner; of Third street and Gold
a United States senator?

ed

ave-ny-

la-th- e

"WheiWherirctone etrif'ck the city
I was in the first floor of a
skyscraper. I saw a building across
ten-stor- y

of Onsra Coata.
Greatest bargains ever ottered in
afternoon and evening coats, at the
Golden Rule Dry Goods company. Sec
a in. low display.

car.

.

e

w

,

0. W. Strong's Sons

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goode, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

UNDERTAKERS

A SeHina

Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

BQRRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - 'Albuquerque, New Mexico

and

MONUMENTS.

N. Second St., Both Phones.
The Pantatortui.ia
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
'
All clothes called for and delivered.
Kept Backing Out.
2uf. West Silver avenue.
Auto pnone
M. DRAG0IE
The class in botany at the i'owson Higa school this 721. O. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
memgiven
some practical work to do. Each
year was
Dealers In
i
Opened
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
ber, was required to plant some beans and report prog'
NEW ROOMING AND
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
ress ,
BOARDING HOUSE
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Some time after the beans had been put into the
Your patronage
Nice, 300 North Broadwav, Corner of Washsolicited.
ground the instructor called on the class to tell what clean rooms.
ington Avenue. ALHUQUERUE.N. M.
they bad noted. All went well until she came to one ot
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
f
the young ladies.
623 South First street.
?" asked the
"What have you to say, Miss
Come In and see us and be con- For Moving the Sick or Injured.
teacher.
vinced that Zeiger's Cafe Is the place
Prompt Serlve Day or Night.
"My beans did not come up right," said the scholar; to
get a cold
Saturday
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
"they backed out of the ground and I pulled them out night lunch. bottle and free
Automatic, 147
Colo. Phone. 75.
and bnreld therd again, leaving the sprouts above the
o
Citizen want ads get the business.
soil. Tbey came up as at first and I put them in right
again, but the old things backed out again today and I Try one.
GO TO THE
'
don't know what to do with them."
,
Don't wait for an explosion cook
It was some time U'fore the young lady couul be with gas the humane way.
The president of a bank, when asked by a young
clerk how he could distinguish the bad bills from the made to understand that nature requires that the bean
"Mother was lucky- - papa bought a
good ones, said: "Get acquainted with the good bihs, come out before the vine appears. Chicago News,
gas range.
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
and you will recognize the bad ones at sight."
homely,
Against
This
pointed advice, applies not only to the Safe
Microbes.
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
detection of counterfeit money but with equal force,
Sarah, a colore,; auntie of the old type, had come Blankets, just the thing for your winto the detection of the counterfeit and false in all de- to bring home the weekly wash, anil was told that one ter Hath Kobe. Choice, J2 each. See
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
partments of life. The man who is accustomed to of the famliy was ill with typhoid fever. The following window display at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company.
handling only good corn, good wli.-at- ,
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
Mood potatoes, has conversation was overheard:
no difficulty in detecting the faulty. He detects it .in"Miss Mary, dey tell me downstairs dat Mars. John
EV- SARATOGA
CHIPS
FRESH
stinctively. Even without conscious reasoning, be fixes has de tyford. Is dat true?"
O. DINS DALE
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S..
precisely upon the fault. The skilltul egg chandler
"Yes, Sarah that's what the doctor iears. And it s
passes good eggs before the light with a ryliinic rapidity such a dreadful 'disease! Are you afraid of it?"
Sce tho window display of the Rio
f ills at the Globe
I used to be. honey.
that 1b amazing; but an imperfect egg breaks his comsilt lily used to be afraid ot Grande Woolen
placency ami Interrupts his process. To the trained dat zi.eeze; but two years ago, when It was so bad store, then ask for those $3. BO walkBoarding Horses a Specialty
musician, accustomed to doing and knowing high work, tirottu' here, de doctor lol' my John Henry dat t)tord ing skirts.
a false note comes like a stab of pain. The skilled gram- always conns from germs, an' since dat time I pours
marian, the close reasoner, the accomplished rhetorician
all our tliinkiu' water through a
one of dem
cannot avoid nut icing fauity figures of speech, fallacious fine wire ones, dat nothin' can crawl throught 'less i
arguments or grammatical solecisms.
see it. My mill' is atestin' easy about tyford In dei-Anyone, in any occupation, who is fully engaged do- days, honey."
.A - mnU.r wi, j
ing the right ihlng will hava no difficulty in recognizing
GIVEN I'XnKll THE
the wrong. Right ami wrong are as far apart as day Very Good Reasons.
Al'SPICKS OF THE
Representative Adamson of Georgia, says that when
and night, and he vhq Is accustomed to walk in Ihe
light is quick to note the shadows. The boy or girl he was Judge of his county court a fellow was before
careful of his or her thought or speech and manner will him charged with bavin- - Moleu a pair of pantaloons
soon learn to know and despise the loose and vulgar. they ca.l tl.ein 'briiclu-hIn Georgia. There were sev" at
There is but ono way to know the bad, the imper- eral witnesses but the evidence was rather meagre, and
fect, tin. that is by knowing the good, the perfect. It the accused was acquitted. He mas told that he could
is a rule that applies far beyond the dmection of coungo, but lie remained In bis seat, ills lawyer, to whose
terfeit money; it i the right rule for the detection ami successful defense he owed his liberty hinted to him
the correct estimate of the spurious and base in all that he was free to depart, but he didn't budge.
phases of life.
"I don't want to go." said the fellow,
Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
"And why?" asked the lawyer.
Having M.il.-"
that fully ii.uuo,
"Let the witnesses go
head will be tlte
$100
TICKETS
' Why?"
number of
sent out of New Mexico the present
season and thai the wool crop is a bumper, the New
"Why, sir, I've got on the 'Lutein
st.de."
Mexican remarks editorially that the piescnt year ha
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Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money meant eoenomy. All
these savings can beet be attained by
Installing a

AMBULANCE

ALL COUNTERFEITS
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STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFIT8,

FURNITURE,

STRONG BLOCK.
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Easy Pay menisci'

Installment Plan
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the street blown down, and I rushed
for the lifth floor"
"You nnrst have been crazy. Why
didn't you stay where you were?"
"Well, I thought that if the building was going to fall, It would be a
great deaf better to have five stories
drop on you than ten."

"D.ip, drip, drip, oil evervwi.i-r.-uetter cook with sale ear
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There are a good many people In this world some
or sixteen hundred millions of them, statisticians
say. The vast majority of them are quite unknown beyond the confines of their native vi.lages. A few attain
a reputation-- which extends a little distance beyond the
home that cradled them; now and then one becomes
famous in the nation or he reaches the height of an international celebrity. Some of these famous ones are distinguished for their virtues; olhers for their infamies. A
Genghis or a Tamerlane deluges the world with blood.
Men and women grew faint at mention of their names.
Hut the influence of these men fades away. Their names
are not written on the fleshy tablets of the human heart.
Tamerlane built a pyramid of 70,000 human skul. s In
honor of his victories, and as a monument for future gen-orations. Yet who was Tamerlane? Only the student of
history Is familiar with his name. His achievements were
sterile The name that once struck error wherever and
whenever It was mentioned is not written large In the history of th world. Tamerllne's monument has fallen, and
his bones have long since crumbled Into dust. There is no
vitality .eft in his deeds. The farmers sow their grain
upon his battlefields, and the wild Dowers that grow
where his mighty armies trod attract more attention today than the fury of that wild Tartar's heart.
On the other hand history contains the names ot men
.vhoin the love of the world will never allow to die The
?reat religious teachers, law givers, poets philosophers,
scientists and inventors live on from generation to generation, and abide within our heans. People love to
St. Francis of Assassl, that sweet saint of the
Catholic church .whose love for men was so greal that he
was said to remember even those whom God had apparently forgotten. The world loves to remember the
Christ and the Buddha and Confucius, because these men
spoke to the heart, the conscience and the intellect of us
Everyone loves to remember Socrates and Plato,
all.
Sophocles- and Dante Cervantes and Shakespeare, Solon
and Abraham LJnco'.n, because these men stood for the
majesty of life and revealed how largw a man might be;
howl great human nature realty ,1s.,
,
f
Comparisons between great and noble men are odious. There are none too many of them. The world needs
them all. Whoever stands for the Integrity of the intellect, the conscience or the heart deserves well of mankind. He who makes two spears of grass grow where
only one grew before is a benefactor. The man who
makes us feel the largeness of life, who appeals to alt
that Is noble and generous within us, 1b a man whose
name the ages will not willingly let die, no matter how
little Is said about him at the hour of death.

SOME STORIES

$7.50 to $20.00
$Q 5Q Q $20.00

The young man that lias never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

Cleveland must
HONOR
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AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.
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When It comes to the open saloon on Sunday, it is
well known that the laws of the1 territory are now amply
sufficient to close them all, and It is be.ieved tiat the district court Judges all favor the enforcement of these
laws. In fact, it was recently said that Albuquerque was
the only town in New Mexico where the law was openly
defied. Since then many, and it may he all, saloons in
Albuquerque voluntarily closed their doors on Sunday;
but the charge has been made by a paper miblislied in
this city that only the front doors have been closed
while the rear doors are kept only on the laicli. This
charge has been taken up by the press of the territory.
where absolute closing is claimed, and much lias been
made of It to the discredit of the Duke city. Whether
the closing Inaugurated by the saloon men themselves,
be actual or merely of the front door. The Citizen has
no knowledge; but it is willing to candidly confess that
it does not believe such partial closing will meet the demands of the people 'or satisfy the' purpose of the
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Most young men come here
for
clothes. Many of them could not
be Induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains in having my young
men' clothea

the

looms of tiod are weaving
Priceless fabric for the fall,
Not a tinting Is he leaving
Krojn the dye tie works In all.
Every efy fabric tills he
In his yellow, gold and red.
Into every tendril spills he
Tints that only he can spread.

GAMBLING AND SALOONS
move-

Young Men's
Suits

FOR THE FALL

Selected
Oh,

At the present time there Is an undeniable
ment all over the country In favor of drawinu. In every
department of life, stricter ilnes of demurest Ion between
right and wrong doing. This can he Keen in the Iforls
for overthrowing of hossism in iwlitles. of graft In office,
of embezzlement In positionx of trust, of adulteration in
by common carriers, or refoodH, of discriminations
straints of trade for corporation or personal aggrandizement, of easy annulling of marriage ties, of uncontrolled
Helling of liquors, and of open gambling, whether it be tn
futures, In horse racing, or on the wheel ur the green
cloth.
All these things are being attacked with a vigor
which is alike Intelligent ami determined, and of which
the ultimate triumph cannot be doubted. In New Mexlqo
It Is the Sunday saloon and licensed gambling which are
receiving at the present the largest measure of attention, and there seems to be little if any doubt that the
warfare waged against lioth will be completely successful and that, too. in the very near future.
J. J. Hagerman. in the l'ecos valley, has wnttejt a
very strong letter on the subject of gambling, la which
he states that New Mexico and Arizona are the only
parts of the I'nited States where gambling Is authorized
by law, and In which he points out clearly and unanswerably the evils resulting from such condition. The dally
press of the territory has taken up the subject, and The
Citizen believes without a dissenting voice has declared
against licensed gambling. Several of the churches have
taken advanced ground in the matter, and will petition
congress to put in the enabling act. whether granting
separate or Joint statehood, a provision declaring gambling to he a crime against the commonwealth. The
fact is pointed to that bank deposits have doubled in hj
Paso since the closing out of gambling In that city, over
what they were during a similar period before the closing; and those who are In position to feel the pub ic pulse
are well assured that in case of statehood the constitutional convention, or without statehood the next territorial legislature. Will undoubtedly place gambling under the
ban of outlawry; while even before the meeting of either
convention or legislature, it is more than probable the
leading cities of New Mexico" will have banished open
gambling by prohibitive license. Nothing whatever can
be said in favor of gambling, and everything can be said

MOST ANYTHING

LOOMS OF COO WEAVING

The Citizen Publishing Company
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PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no mors. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most eordlaily Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices In Plain Figures $30 and Up
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game to ho flayed" cn Thanksgiving
at Mesllla Park. It Is hoped
that the "varsity team will be a strong
one, able to meet the fast team of the
college.
"The .School Ijtwa of New Mexico"
Is the title of a paper now being prepared by Prof. Hodgen ot be published soon as a bulletin or the University.
Yesterday morning. Prof. Asplund
sioke in the assembly room on "The
History of Manuscripts," dealing especially with the writing material
used in classical times.

NO DIMINUTION

Gain in Amount of Construction Work in Progress is
Considerable.
ALL

IT EXCEEDS

PAST

FAIR SECRETARY
8. ROSENWALD SAYS OWING TO
PERSONAL BUSINESS HE CANNOT ACCEPT.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 27.
Mr. W. T. McCreight, Chairman Executive Committee of the Territorial
Fair Association, City.
Dear Sir: Upon thorough Investigation concerning the time Involved
to successfully and conscientiously
fill the position of secretary of the
Territorial fair as held here annually,
I find the remarks made by me after
my election on the evening of the
23rd fully substantiated.
These remarks were to the effect that owing
thought
to my business connections
It would be Impossible f r me to accept the honor tendered me, inasmuch
as I felt that it would be a il.tficu.l
matter for me to do both jusui.. to
the business with which 1 am ct;iu,i
and also to tile business of the
Territorial Fair association, and I,
therefore, deem it but justice to those
who have placed this confidence In
me to tendeirniy resignation owing to
the facts above mentioned.
Regretting that I am compelled to
take this step and assuring you of
any assistance In my power to further
Terthe Interests of the Twenty-sixtritorial Fair.
Verv trulv yours,
D. S. ROSENWALD.

REGULAR MEETING.

MEMBERS DISCUS3
GREAT MEN
AND THEIR WORK AT FRIDAY

1

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The members of the art department of the Woman's Club met yesterday afternoon in the club rooms
in
the Commercial Club building.
Mrs. C. H. Connor presided ver the
meeting.
Mrs. Mary J. Borden read an Interesting paper upon the life and work
of John I. a Farge. Mrs. Connor read
a paper on Thomas Nash, the artist
reformer, whose cartoons are considMrs.
ered the greatest In history.
Wilson followed with a paper on Oscar Wilde.
Several excellent instrumental selections were rendered by Mrs. Cas-sldand vocal selections by other
members of tae club. The meeting AND BERTHOLd" SPITZ
yesterday afternoon was quite largely
RESIGNS VICE PRESIDENCY
attended and waa one of the most successful held this season.
This afternoon, at 3 o'clock, the following resignation of Bertold Spitz, to
NEW ROAD OPENED
act as vice president of the next terTO INDIAN SCHOOL ritorial fair, was received:
Albuquerque, Oct. 28. 1!06.
W. T. McCreight, Esq., Chairman ExRUNS FROM THE EXTENSION OF
ecutive Committee Fair Asspclailon,
FOURTH STREET TO GOVERNCity. MENT INSTITUTION AND FILLS
Dear Sir: As the fair association
LONG FELT WANT.
needs essentially the unremitting efof those who are able to do the
forts
School,
new
The
road to the Indian
Justice, I am compelled to hererunning from the extension of Fourth work
tender my resignation as vice
with
opened
was
street west to the school
Absopresident of the aatoaatit n
for traffic today. The completion of lutely sure
my buntess duties
thai
agitamany
of
this road, after
months
would prevent me from fulfilling the
tion, during which time extensive im- oMlgr.tii n.s that the office wuu'd inprovements to the Indian School have cur, I ask you to have this resignation
been held In the balance, means that take effect at once.
these improvements will now be comThanking all thoao who ?xteridd to
menced mid pushed rapidly "to com- me this courtesy and assuring the
pletion.
otherwise of rr.y hearty supThe building of this new road was port in fimhevi-,.- ; tht lr eliorls toward
of
by
work
possible
the bard
made
n;u,
t. :u
i". . I
Superintendent James K. Allen, of the
i juig trul ,
busigenerosity
of the
school, and the
l'KKl Ot.'J SPITZ.
ness men of Albuquerque, who
liberally to a fund to buibl
the road. The road has been badly ANOTHER WESTERN
needed for some time, and will furnUNION LINE
ish a short and handy route to the
school.
RUN INTO ALBUQUERQUE TO BE
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH STATION
USED
FOR TAKING THE CITIZENS PRESS REPORTS.
WORKING
WILL
S09N
Bh
.
A larce gang of Western Union linelu copper
ALBUQUERQUE REPRESENTATIVE men brought in the newyesterday
afwire
direct
from
Denver
COMOF AMERICAN DEFOREST
ternoon.
This
fifteenth
makes
the
STAPANY NOW INSTALLING
wire for the local office. It waa renTION AT EL PASO.
dered necessary by the heavy increase in business during, the past
In. the course of only a few dayfi'tbe year.
TeleWireless
American DeForest
This new wire means vastly imin
graph company will have
service for Albuquerque, as it
Albuquerque in working order and proved
the congestion of business on
this city will have communication relieves
afternoon Associated Press wire,
with all parts of th world by means the
which furnishes The Citizen - Ks reof She wireless teX'graph
ports, and provides. another outlet for
repcity,
of
C. F. LeMountaln.
this
'
Increasing
resenting
the American DeForest theA number ofbusiness.
improvements
other
New
company
in
Telegraph
Wireless
Mexico, lg now in El Paso, where he are being made in the local fflae. The
room in the rear which
Is making arrangements to establish commodious
just been completed will be utiliza branch station in the Pass City. has
ed as a battery room while the large
It is expected that he will finish the front room wlil
be pewly papered and
upon
days,
and
work there in a few
up with entirely new furniture.
fitted
station
Albuquerque
his return to
the
This will be used as the ofllce and
here will probably be put In active operating room.
Three new quartette
operation.
operating tables have just been rehas
local
station
pole
The
for the
ceived. These with the other up to
arrived and it will probably be set up date telegraph equipment
which Is beIt is a mammoth ing
In Traction park.
will add nftich to the
installed
180
into
will
feet
extend
affair and
appearance and usefulness of the new
the air. The company will have a olhce.
down town station, probably at the office of the Surety Investmont comALBUQUERQUE
HUNTERS
pany.
to send a' message
A person
MANY GROUSE
KILLED
will turn it in at the ttptown office,
just as he would iu: n iu l message
J. E. Haines, Roderick Stover, Herat either of the mrrr lelugraph of-tices. anil the cleric there will repeat! bert Brooks and Fred Fisher returned
It over the
to the operator last night from a two weeks' hunting
They
at the wipdess stition, ' and he will trip on the Pecos mountains.
found deer scarce but grouse plentiful
,
do the rest.
and had plenty of the latter to eat.
Their camp was pitched on the upper
LIVELY SCRIMMAGE
Cow creek, which they found after the
time they were to be out had about
PROMISED PGR TOMORROW expired was too high for deer.
The
deer were lower down on the mounASSOCIATION
FOOT tains. Snow fell to the depth of about
ATHLETIC
BALL TEAM WILL MEET AMER- rfne foot and after it had crusted trail
ICAN LUMBER COMPANY TEAM Ing deer was hard work.
i.t-e-
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Presbyterian
Work on the new
church edifice on the corner of Silver avenue and Fifth street, is progressing rapidly, and before many
months the church will be ready for
occupancy.
When completed, the
structure will cost in the neighborhood of $20,000. On this Kpular avenue, the German Lutheran congregation have also commenced the erection cf a hand.some church edifice.
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All the frame work on the
residence of Street Commissioner
Martin Tierney on the corner of
two-stor-

CLUB

WOMAN'S

In

y

Fruit avenue and Fifth street, has
been completed. It Is expected that
the nouse will V ready for occupancy
before many weeks. It Is a very
dwelling, and one of the most
of
conspicuous homes In that .section
..
the city.
., Toe beautiful, residence, of
J. A.
Weinmann in Park Place Is assuming
Thiresidence ie beproportions
ing wnstaaGte(L;.DU.t, Of.. Cent stone
blocks, which material is becoming
very popular for building purposes in
the west.1 If Is expected that the residence will foe completed In the course
of a few months.
The addition to Sturges European
hotel has been completed. ' The extension rung the length of the hotel
proper, and Is twenty-fivfeet in
width and two stories in height. The
ground floor of the new addition will
be used for the hotel cafe, while the
second floor will greatly Increase the
rooming accommodations of the hotel'.
All stone work has been completed
on the store building of J. H.
on West Gold avenue. The
interior work ie just beginning, and
this is expected to lie finished within
a few weeks. The building is one of
the most substantial in the 200 block
and adds materially to (he appearance of the block.
T. K. Gargin, manager of the Western I'nion Telegraph cumpAny. in
this city, Is erecting a modern five- room cottage on North Twelfth street
between Fruit and New York avenues. When completed Mr. Gargin
and family will occupy it as a resie

Shuf-flobarg-

lience.

Charles K. Quter. t!ie painter and
paper hanger, is building a comfortacottage on North
ble seven-rooFourth street, between Roma and
Fruit avenues. It will be completed
before winter sets in and will be occupied by Mr. Quier and his family.

Its-sta- tic

.

1

week.

!iugh-s-

Work has been commenced on the
handsome stone residence of Ir. C.
H. Cams, on West Gold avenue. It
Is to Ix) a large house, two stories
in height, anil will, when completed.
be among the most elegant private
residences in the city,
1

two-stor- y

e

two modern
Coronado place.
In addition to the above buildings
and residences thai aiv now under
course of const ruc;'.nn. there are many
others, which
The Citizen, on account of lack of space, is prevented
regular
In
its
from mentioning.
weekly real est me articles, 'miwever,
this paper will keep the public and
outside world posted on what Albuquerque Is doing in the way of building and now the city is growing.
R. Micks

five-roo-

is

biiibtiiig

houses

in
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THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Closing quotations Received by Levy
B;os., Correspondents for Ixjgan

Harnett Building.
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Colorado Southern, common ...
Chicac. (Treat Western, common
C.

(

Krie, comn n
Kile, first

Louisville

&

Nisnvi'le

"Owr

i:.o

Pacific

12(1

Metropolitan
118'
Mexican Central
23
New York Central
14!
Norfolk
S5?it
Reading, common
124
Pennsylvania
144
29
Kock Island, common
Rock Island, pfd
12
Republic Iron & Steel, common 25
Republic Iron & .Steel, pfd
Southern Pacltts
9H
St. Paul
179
35
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron'
86V4
Texas Pacific
Cnjon Pacific, common
V. S. S., common
;..
V. S.
pfd
Waliash, common
Wabash, pfd
. ... .

34
131
37Vs
104

Wisconsin Central,
Western Union
Greene Copper

61
92
.26V4
53

...

O. &

214
40-5-
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Every fair minded person in the
city should hear Dr. Tight tomorrow
veuliiR at 7:30 in the Commercial
club building on "The Freedom of the
Individual Conscience in Religious
Thought." Miss Kremer, soloist.
TOO

LATE TO CLASSIFY

Piano, horse, bugy and
harness, phonograph, sewing machine, furniture for seven room
house, bed clothes and rugs, cooking utensils of all kinds. Leaving
and must be sold at once. Every18 W'efi, Fruit avething cheap.
nue.

FOR SALE

stylish Coats, assorted sixes, in shades of Black. Tan,
Castors and Fancy Mixtures. Coats are well worth $ 1 5

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
Elks' Opera House

0

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER

0

We

0

ANNUAL TOUR
OF

and Winter
signs In

CAROL ARDEN
IN

Paul Wllstach'g Comedy of the South,

those six lines at all.

Every body says so. vVhat? That
the White Elephant
puts up tht
linen free lunch in town Saturday
nights.

J

Polly Primrose

Select Company of Players.
Original Complete Production, and
Accessories, i
v
EVERYTHING CARRIED COMPLETE.
Management of
s.
o.
VANN.
D. L. WILLIAMSON.
Eyesight Specialist
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
Seats on sale Thursday, October
First established optician In New 26, at Matson's book store.
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vaon's drug
store.

I
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Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

0

And also

Una of -

a full

0

-

o

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

,

Albert Faber,

0

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rliis. horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at & a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimb',e &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

305 Railroad Avenge

Electrical Pumping Plants

'T0

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER U E

Of Every Description
Agenta for the Crocker-WheelDynamos aa4
Motors.
Store and Residence' Wi
lng a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrate!
"Oyrofana."
See thena
In European Hotel Res-

er

DAVE B. LEVIS'
Big Production,

UNCLE
JOSH
SPRUCEBY

20 PEOPLE

"HAYSEED"

.t.'?f,i,

I

BAND

t

'

I

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Elec-

trical Contractors'

soc la t Ion.

Grand Operatic Orchestra.
Car Load of Special Scenery.
Novel Mechanical Effects.

oooooooooc
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The Colorado Telephone Co.

Scene

l

As-

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

THE GREAT
Saw-Mil-

o

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

ELKS' THEATRE

0

re the lowest

Our prices

o.

r.

Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

ALL NEW SPECIALTIES

We
Offer to supply you with anything

In

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service T

FOR THE

WATCH

BIG PARADE

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making
NOTE THE PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
Scat on sale at Matron's book
store, Monday, October 3').

Special Prices

On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
76c Class Berry Sets
35c Gla6 Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

$9

$6.75
$8
25c
at 20
25c
20c

$125
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

ELKS' THEATRE

Comedy

OPERA

rates.

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

Success

American Block Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Ceriillos bump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of turd coal.

LOOK!

WOODI
$.1 full load.
Crocn
Mill Wood, IJ.'.'S full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

T11K

Factory Wood,

nrcin nri

urarfl

HAY&OOD

'

0

coeoas..

nd

WITM ARK'S

ISIDORE

The only long distance transmitters
and tecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

your heart snd warm your house when
It's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

Pro-.i.lcn-

'

--

ths

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

0

Bty-an-

'.:

.r

re showinj

The Dainty Comedienne,

If you knew the facts about
Schillings Best, you wouldn't
bother with anvthinjr else in

1

For $9.50 yoti can take yotir choice of over fifty new and

0

ALL THE GIRLS

i

.

1

AN EXTRA OFFER IN WOMEN'S COATS

M
Not lis
K.
P. M tin roe and E.
ht
cailed ell Tht Citizen this atleiu ion,
paper
in regard to an Item in this
yesterday afternoon relative to Nor-ii.-- .
Mr. M inline, who resides ut No.
311 East Cromwell avenue, states that
Nonis ealiie to bis residence iiuliiedl-uulAs l'H
at tin- - New Ynk thca- alter liein dismissed from tins
r fur lirce months.
ti
RAILROAD
AND
hospital, and did not leave his bouse
AVE.
FOURTH ST.
limil he W as accompanied by M inlUNIVERSITY NEWS
C n METROPOLITAN C fl
.
D
ine to the law' ollice ol R. W.
.'
hutMcadrvthe inu.Jes n't titauca
says, positive!, that he
OU
OU
Nn'iis
COMPANY
imprisoned
aa they iiava baas
acH
tokened
t
Tighi will leave for the has not .'alli-at the
of his
ii htfchef i ivi, it jllca. may
br th dra.i
d.iv.- - on a nusii.e-- s
e;.st In a
ir.'i. v;fe since the unfortunate occurrence,
m..,.
i
luti'l
it uMant.fi and povailiit
NEW AND GORGEOUS PRODUCTION
The students of the college depart- and i hen tore, iias uiveii her no cause Il litiin luTii, t.. ..La, iur i.i' I, the Crra
F Iur l.uandcd
Mjday and effected a for uneasiness.
n.
ment met In
that,
Norm admits
ARTISTIC COSTUMES-N- EW
MUSIC
Tonight they divorce papers were
hv Ita kindlv
aol'erfc
closer organization.
upon him. M Mulbr's tr- r.
"
ir e uioljiri
and rclaiea
rtnan.l
roltHrt
give a Hallowe'en part y in the
it
is
nut denies that
his intention to
to ba, to pa,5 t '.ro .fth the pinurirm perioc
Beautifully Gowned
bly joum of the administration build- limies-- t or d'sturii Mrs. Noiris i n any
a ... pa. t;....f nn utienng
and actual
ing.
manner iu tie future.
to htrte an i .r n v dell rei 7 ot !.er ul.ipnr..
FUN EVERY MINUTE.
a!!
Will
CAKI'HT,
thirtv new
The library has
0
.Ally as a naae, and
U la at ; c. r .
iiori-- a ni wiNiiow ckeanSee and hear the latest
New York
book, credited to the English departSootii" itching shin. iUaM outs
- 'l.uig, ar. lual c'tliafluui.
a
1NO,
stove,
at
"r
v
laughing success.
ani il'xtur
iiiV-- .
A.) d.'.i.iila.
sir Ji r. ("'lift
ment.. They hi.- for the use of the tiiinw u'iiliiBil
Our boo B
hru..i .t. ?t..-q
the rate f " c. i, s jier hour.
lira uu request.
Mi.t.eJ!'.'M'4
class pursuing the novel reading
s:!t rhcMim, any itching. Duau
Dam
The
it
271.
Auto,
Red,
630.
course.
Phone
'ointment. Your druggist "ells it.
l
BrsdflaS-- Tlagulator Co.,
75c, $1 and $1.50. Seats
The girls' basket bull team has
PRICES
AtLAHTA. OA.
311 Mil Sever,!) Street 31
q
3
IVES, THE FLORIST.
on sale Tuesday, October 31,
a challenge from the basket
M, college for
Fresh Cut Flowers.
ball team of the A.
at 9 o'clock.

t? OTHER'S

1

G

Coat Offer'9

'.

AT FAIR GROUNDS,

City Engineer 'it t Ross has Jusl
completed a handsome
on West Railroad avenue. Mr.
ltos and f.imily will move into their
new ii siileni e
time the ruining

-

-

e

Roast chicken and oyster dressing
There le much room for speculation and port and sweet potatoes and nut
on the foot ball game thai will be cream pie, at the Columbus hotel for
played at Traction Park tomorrow af- Sunday dinner.
ternoon between the Albuquerque
Athletic association eleven and an
www"
apiwiiwwiiEM
nnHijLiy
eleven from the American Lumber
apcompany mills. Neither team has
peared on the gridiron as yet, and
Howboth are unknown quantities.
ever, if one listens to the members
of either organization, there will be
two victories in one game. Both
teams feel confident of winning, and
will go into the game expecting to
win. With this clement of confidence
existing in each team, the scrap is
likely to I.e. a lively one.
The Albuquerque line up will be selected from the following players:
Anderson, Scottie. Stainin,
Milliner, Benjamin, Sn.i'h, or'ix, !
llaie, F. Male, Mollin.in. Fluke. HtaM,,

Thelin brothers are constructing two
North- Fourth
on
double cottages
street, between Slate and Marble. ,
The material being used is cement-Stoneaud the cottages, when completed, will make six residences that
the Thelitis own on North Fourth.

ITOCH

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MARKETS

THE

D.

RECORDS

activity on t lie
part of the builders has been apparent during the last thirty days.
Actual conditions have been, nearer
the direct opposite. Homes are being
built as rapidly as at any time within many months past, while some of
the largest building operations ever
undertaken In Albuquerque aro now
under way.
With the handsome new Staab
building1 on West
Railroad avenue
completion, with the comnearlng
mencing of stone work on the big A.
Romero building on South First street
'
and the building of many residences
throughout the city, there has been
work- 'a call for an Immense numbernoofexcuse
men, and there has been
for Inactivity on the part of any ca- pable workman.
The builders grow even more opThe
timistic as the full advances.
latet Improvements on whicu utn
has begun are so substantial that the
contractors declare there Is no longer
the slightest opportunity for failure.
The force which are working for Albuquerque are so strong that the city
cannot help but advance more rap-Idlwith each coming month.
.
there is still a great scarcity of
bricklayers,
Carpenters,
workmen.
stonemasons, plasterers, painters and
other mechanics are needed in greater numbers than they can be secured.
The great majority of buildings under
construction are. to a certain extent,
rush contracts, and the demand for
men is keener than it might otherare all
wise be. The contractors
called upon to bring their work to
completion with all possible haste.
operations
The large construction
are being rushed along at the greatest possible speed in most cases.
No diminution

DECLINES TO BE

Day,

IN BUILDING

FIVE.
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1IAZKI, CKEAM,
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HKCAfSK IT'S T1IK l'.KST I'KKI'.VItATION
TIIK I'M K AMI HANKS SMOOTH, WH1TK AND SOFT. HOLD
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B. H. OfflCCS

First St. and Cold Ave.

&

CO

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones.

Girls

The Cleaner

I

J

t

11.

-

Auto

'hone,

31G.

l! II

phone. Hi.

K

sldeuce

Auto

thone.

No. 2V9.

aou-t-

3.
'

Whole

--

1

Family

Am

JOrtOCnSf runor!

Black or White Hearse, $3.00.

Director mnd entbatmer

CommerciaJ Club Building.
CITY UNDEKTAKER.
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MORE ABOUT
CHARITY MEETING

Fe

Santa

county,

taxes, IV'3,
$36.76;
1904, $234.67.
Arthur S. Ooodell,

taxes
$61.20;

treasurer

1902,

SCHOOL CENSUS

taxes,
and

1904.

J

'

.

Au-gele-

liar-rack-

.

le-in-

--

WHICH

ROOSEVELT CHEERED

i

.

m

From left to right:. Nora, aged 2
Bartley, aged 8; Kittie. aged 17; Jea
Joan, aged 19. and Helen, aged 11.
New York. Oct. 28.
President
Roosevelt hat designated the Barley
P. Olivers, of han Francisco, the Ideal
American family. It was for this family that the president proposed and
led three cheers In the White House
at the recent meeting of the American Banker' association.
Right tin ti the Olivers sprung into

,

feme.
When

prethey were in
paring ) sail for Naples, they were
conned by attention aua curiosity on
every hand.
Aboard the hurricane deck of the
steamer half a dozen camera fiends
pursued them ur til they posed for
pic'iires
4,r. Oliver dn'i like it much. "We
are plain people," he said. "Of course,
we are flattered by the great compliment aid to us by Preside '. Roos?- this-city-

1

P

...BREVITIES

$231.48.

Frank A. Hubbell. treasurer and County Superintendent Stroup
collector of Bernalillo county, taxes,
1903,
1902, $6.19: taxes.
$32; taxes,
Makes Very Startling
1904. $733.51: taxes, 1905, $79.05.
Jose M. Medina, treasurer and colDiscovery.
lector of Taos county, taxes, 1902.
$9.77; taxes, 1903, 19.13; taxes, isnn,
$2r.t;ti; taxes, 1905, $21.51.
O. J. Pace, treasurer and collector COMPARISON
MANY PROPOSITIONS
SUGGESTED
OF FIGURES MADE
of Colfax county, taxes. 1902. $72.68;
;
$168.-941903,
taxes.
$3.74; t.ixes, 1904,
taxes, 1905. $324.97.
The meeting held at the CommerThat the census of the various
John S. Woolford, treasurer anil colcial club yesterday for the purpose lector
19o3, school districts of Bernalillo county
taxes,
county,
Union
of
of providing some means of taking
taxes. 1904, $380.98; taxes, nas been padded In years gone by,
care of the poor and Indigent sick of $110.43;
and that to a considerable extent, is
1905. $24.87.
Albuquerque accomplished much. It
very evident in comparing the recent
C. Plemmons, treasurer
John
and
made much headway toward the goal collector of Sierra county, taxes, 1903, returns of persons of school age rewhich is sought, and a perrrane.ii orsiding in the various districts.
The
ganization of associated ohnrilitM pro- $83.30; tax.es, 1904, $370.27.
returns
Superintendent
made to
colSanchez,
Camilo
treasurer
and
mises to he the result.
of Guadalupe county, taxes, Stroup do not Jibe at all with the reStatistics showing the burden be- lector
turns made to Eslnvlo Vigil, the for1904. $815.45.
ing carried on by the St. Joseph hosmer incumbent, who was removed by
S.
collector
J.
of
Lea.
and
treasurer
pital and the
Governor Otero. The returns made
county,
taxes,
$13.80;
Chaves
1902.
lent society, heretofore unknown to
1903, $53.95;
taxes, 1904, to Mr. Vigil are in some Instances
the public were of astonishing mag- taxes.
away in excess of what they really
$914.07.
nitude and revealed clearly the great
should have been, thus making a big
col
W.
Williams,
E.
and
treasurer
need of a public poor house or homo lector of San Juan county, taxes, 1902 difference when it came to apportionfor the friendless.
taxes. 1903, $15.02; taxes ing the school funds.
When these statistics were heard, $14.20;
Superintendent Stroup has favored
1904, $112.60; taxes, 1905. $225.33.
the meeting was moved to immediate
The Citizen with a tabulated report.
11. Canning, treasurer and
col
J.
Many
action.
enthusiastic speeches
This report, which appears behiw.
were made and ninny plans were sug- ector of Lincoln county, taxes, 1903, gives the number of children of school
gested. Upon a motion of R. P. Hail $3.88; taxes, 1904, $82.12.
treasurer ad collector age by districts. The reader can
seconded by Mrs. Bernard Ilfeld, Ralv of J. C. Dunn,
county,
taxes, 1902, $8.80; easily make the comparison. The
Otero
bl Kaplan, of the Jewish synogogue;
1903.
taxes,
taxes, 1904, $531.-89- ; first column represents the number of
$319.92;
Rev. A. C. Harrison pastor of the St.
reschool district, the second the
1905,
taxes,
$65.23.
John's Episcopal ch'urch. and Nestor
Palmer Kettner. treasurer and col turns made to former Superintendent
Montoya, representing the Sisters of
Vigil, and the third column the reCharity, were elected a committee of lector of MeKinley county, taxes, 1902, turns made to Superintendent Stroup:
$1.08;
19U3, $1.36; taxes, 1904,
taxes.
on
permanent
organization, and
three
Returns Made Returns Made
next Tuesday afternoon was selected $12.18. Kelly
Vigil.
Stroup.
C. J.
treasurer and collector District.
as the time for th's committee to
3
lfio
.. 87
report, when it is expected a perma- of Lima county, taxes, 1903, $28.78; 4
176
... 104
nent organization will be effected and taxes, 1904, $273.67.
5
503
. .
733
J. D. Walker, treasurer and collector
soliciting committees selected.
6
225
.. 119
Dr. James H. Wroth was among the of Eddv county, taxes, 1903, $55.8ti;
7
68
. .
110
speakers at yesterday's meeting and taxes, 1904, $271.31.
8
130
160
...
colFaggard,
M.
J.
treasurer
and
a
to
proposition
he made
most wise
170
9
. .
227
the effect that first get money "for lector of Roosevelt county, taxes, 10
35
. .
105
1904,
$909.20.
by
popular
subscripuse
Immediate
150 .
..No ret urn
of 11
II. O. Bursum, superintendent
tions, atd then attend to schemes of
3,252
.3.252
convicts' earnings, 1226
giving dances entertainments, sup- the penitentiary,
13
807
594
pers, etc.. from which a certain $2,326.93.
103 .
No return
- 14
catsecretary
of
Barnes,
C.
the
W.
dealways
can
of
revenue
be
amount
142
133
tie sanitary board, for credit to the 22
rived for char'table purposes.
67
23
133
It is to be regrefted, as the meet- cattle indemnity fund, $1,658.10.
112
28
182
ing was
in Its nature,
45
34
60
and charity is something we should
35
54
116
RAILROAD NOTES
nil be .interested in, that .the local
3
99
133
Salvation Army people did not partic85 .
37
.No return
ipate in the proceedings of yesterday
31
39
.
75
Mrs. E. J. Gibson, wife or Superin- 41
afternoon's meeting. The Salvation
.
24
108
Army .throughout the entire civilized tendent Gibson, of the Santa Fe Wins-lo- 44
52
.
78
division, returned last night from 45
world, do a large amount of benevo.. 34
80
lence every day in the year, and no a short visit to relatives in Los
47
.. 117
Ill
away
is
turned
from
one
their
94
48
162
in laree cities and even in A54
No return
100 .
lbuquerque, when he or she desires a
:Mrs. A. L. Newton, who recently
place to sleep or a little food to satis- had charge of the news stand at the
5,119
7.537
Total
fy the cravings of. a hungry stomach. Aivarado, lett la.-- t night for an exMr. Vigil made an apportionment on
tended visit to relatives on the Pa- the 30th day of September, using the
cific coast,
PUBLIC FUNDS REfigures as given in his column, as the
.
basis. The figures in the third colCEIVED BY TRf ASURbR SUPERINTENDENT HIBBAR9
umn were In the office of the county
superintendent on October 9. with
VISI1S LOCAL DIVISION three exceptions. Since the school
TILL.
OF
THE
TERRITORIAL
money is divided pro rata, it makes
TREASURER VAUGHN, AT SANa big difference in the money for the
TA FE, RECEIVING ITS LOAD.
Superintendent I. L. Hibbard, of different
districts if the census is not
the .Santa Fe coast lines, who is in
made.
The following public funds have the city on one of his periodical trips, properly
On the 3oth of September there
been received by Territorial Treas- said this morning ' that the present were
$3,014.80
to be divided among
urer J. H. Vaughn:
passenger 'business of the Santa Fe
districts, and it was divided among
A. M. Bergere.
clerk of 4he First coast lines eclipsed all records of the the
the 7,531 children by Mr. Vigil, when,
g
judicial district, fees for the quarter past, and the number of people
according to the best information
ending September 30, 1905, $309.45.
hauled into California by the SanStroup has. it should
W. B. Dame,
clerk of the Second ta, Fe was equaled by only two other Superintendent
among 6.143 chiljudicial district j fees for the quarter roads running into California. The have been 'divided
very most. This is countdren,
at
the
ending September 30, 1905, $454.
Pacific coast states are filling up ing the four districts that have not
W. E. Martin, clerk of the Third Ju- with people past all expectations
of
made returns on the same basis
dicial district,
fees for the quarter the immigrant agents, who have been yet
with the returns these districts made
ending .September 30, 1905. $412.95.
flooding the east with western 'boom last. year.
Secundino Romero, clerk of the literature of late years.
There Is now the sum of $1,814 more
Fourth Judicial district, fees for the
Mr. Hiibbard's trip here is one purely to be divided as soon as these four
quarter ending September 30, 1905, for inspection purposes. The
districts can be heard from.
$501.95.
division is receiving
C. M. Hird, clerk of the Fifth ju- a great deal of attention just now In
NOTICE OF SALE.
dicial district, fees for the quarter the way of improvements.
Four
ending September 30, 1905, $649.99.
steam shovels are at work on this diD. J. Leahy, clerk of the Sixth Juvision improving grades. One at (First publication October 21, 1905.)
By virtue of a decree of the disdicial district, fees- - for the quarter Rio Puerco, one at Belmont, one at
ending September 30. 1905, $406.05.
Ash Fork and one on the Grand Can: trict court of Bernalillo county. New
Venceslao Jaramlllo, treasurer and yon route, and all of this work is Mexico, made and entered on the 20th
collector of Rio Arriba county, taxes being rushed o as to be completed day of October, 1905, in a certain proceeding pending in said court wherein
1904. $43.67.
before the cold weather sets in.
Daniel Cassldy, treasurer and colMr. Hubbard expects to leave for Wil.iam L. Trimble Is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
lector of Mora county, taxes 1903, the west tonight.
S.
will and testament of Lawrence
$162.83: taxes. 1904, $63 70.
Jose Torres, treasurer and collectEvery woman wants a fine evening Trimble, deceased, and exofflcla ador Socorro county, taxes, 1904, $43.29; coat, but the price has always been ministrator of the partnership assets
taxes, 1905, $187.77.
too high for the greater majority. Not of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
Eugenlo Romero, treasurer and col- so now, for If you will attend the sale heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
lector of Sin Miguel countv, taxes of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
1902. $23.42: taxes, 1903, $32.88; taxes. Goods company, you will find them numbered 6842 on the docket of said
1904. $454.52.
pi iced within the reach of all. See court, the undersigned will on Wednesday, the 15tbday of November,
Celso lxipez. treasurer and collector window display.
1905, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m., on the premises hereinafter described, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
and being in the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo and Territory of

Committee Appointed at Yesterday's Meeting on Permanent Organization.

OLIVER FAMILY,

v

- .

'

V

0; Adelaide, aged 9;
Mr. Oliver;
n, aged 15; Mr. Oliver; John, aged 6;

New Mexico,

to-w-

Lots numbered one (1), two (2),
three (3), four (4), five (5) and six
(6), of block nine (9), of the original
together
townsite of Albuquerque,
with the improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the flrin of W. L.
Tiimble & company in the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without division.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testa
ment of lawrence S. Trimble, deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. 1.
Trimble &. company.
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The Big Glob Sign

i

the ICnglish holder of
the bantamweight, title, has had to
surrender it to corn beef and cabbage.
He has outgrown the weight limit,
and Owen Moran has fallen heir to
the coveted title. Uowker is now fighting In the featherweight division.
Your Uncle Adrian C. Anson would
like to burst into the National league in a managerial capacity, preferably in the Windy City. Friends of
"Pop" Anson aie behind him In his
effort to succeed Jus. A. Hart and
there is a pretty strong show ot landing the old man in the coveted place.
After Hilly Rhoades stowed away
Cy Flynn in 14 rounds, near Kansas
City, last Monday, he wired a challenge to Joe W'aleott and Billy Mell-odfor the welterweight championship. In all probability Rhoades will
have to put away a few more second
raters like Flynn before he can hope
for recognition from Walcott or Meil- -

asked for inferior goods sold elsewhere.

On

Te
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r Dyspeptics
at

Kodol
Dyspepsia

i

I). G. Dwyre.

"

ro

Loan

Co

MERCHANTTAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. '209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM
sontains all the digestive juices that ars
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
found in a healthy stomach, and In
txactly those proportions necessary to
My merchant tailoring shop Is upnabla ths stomach and digestive organs
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveto digest and assimilate all foods that may
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
zen.
be saten. Kodol is not only a perfect
the public. All work guaranteed first-- 1
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tisMALE HELP WANTED.
class, as I have had fifteen years' exsue building tonio as well. Kodol cures
Suits made
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, WANTED Men to learn barber trade. perience in the business.
Moler's System College, Los An-- ' to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
'"
geles.
repaired. The specific I use will not
Constipation,
You will like it
injure the cloth. Ladles' garment
AGENTS WANTED.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Ditfests
Agents" to sell
WANTED
gas mantels; requires no match to order. Give me a trial.
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
O. BAMBINL
or
fit any burner, big protissues and gives firm flash.
fit; sells itself; unlimited demand;
Do You Want Strength?
at tka
baUai Wtala kaloa 1
send 25c for sample or stamp for If you want to increase your strength
at S.OJMWrM
t mm a mab aa iaa
particulars.
Lighter you must add to and not take from the
Matchless
Oa., CaJaafa, US a.
IrtAl, T ap fnt ,),.
Company, Goebel Bldg.. Detroit, physical. In other words, the fooa
Mich.
For sale by ail druggists.
that you eat must be digested, asslm
Hated and appropriated by the nerves
SALESMEN WANTED.
FROM J. H.
blood and tissues before being ex
COMMUNICATION
Capable
WANTED
salesman
to
polled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
RIELLY Sl CO.
cover New Mexico with sample line. spepsia
Cure adds to the physical. It
High commission, with $25.00 weekgives strength to and builds up
Offer to Refund Money If Hyomel Does
ly advance. Permanent position to
In the human system. It is
Not Cure Catarrh.
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., De- strength
pleasant to the taste and palatable
To the editor of The Citizen.
troit, Mich.
and the only food combination of
J. H. O'Rielly have been asked
FOIR RENT
,
that will digest the food and
if the advertisements printed
In your columns regarding Hyomei FOR R EN T Room s with board73i5 enable the system to appropriate all of
qualiits health and strength-givinSouth Third street.
were true, where we offer to refund
the money if this treatment does not FOR RENT
Nice room, everything ties. Sold by all druggists.
cure catarrh. We wish you would
new and pleasant. 415 North SecSee the window display of the Rio
please print this letter in as conspicond street.
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
payour
possible
in
place
a
as
uous
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; store, then ask for those $3.50 walkper, saying that we absolutely agree
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West ing skirts.
to refund the money to any purchaser
Railroad avenue.
of a Hyomel outfit if It does not cure FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Wards of Pneumonia.
catarrh.
gen All coughs, colds and pulmonary comwith
modern
conveniences
for
This outfit consists of an Inhaler
plaints that are curable are quickly
tleman. Address A., care Citizen
of a convenient size to be carried in FOR
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
RENT
rooms
Three
furnished
the vest pocket so that the user can
in a desirable location. 210 South Clears the phlegm, draws out inflambreathe Hyomei four or five times
and hpals and soothes the afWalter
street. Gentlemen preferred. mation,
daily. With this is included a medifected parts, strengthens the lungs,
suit-abl- e
FOR
RENT
Two
elegant
rooms,
cine dropper and a bottle of Hyomel.
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
for man and wife. 415 North pleasant to take. Sold by all drugThe outfit sells for $1.00 and is a
street.
Second
preferred.
if
Board
gists.
most economical treatment, for the
Inhaler lasts a life time and there is FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corenough Hyomel for several weeks'
ner of Sixth street - and Railroad
use, while extra bottle can be obPAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
avenue.
tained for 60 cents.
BRUSHES.
We trust this letter will settle any FOR RENT One large
furnished
Saddles, Lap
Leather,
Harness,
room, suitable for two men. Mrs.
douhts that may haye arisen as to our
Blankets, Etc. PalH. E. Rutherford, corner of Broad- Robes, Horse
willingness to refund the money for a
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
way and Iron avenue.
Hyomei outfit. In case the purchaser
is not fully imtified.
FOR RENT
Apartments in Park stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Respectfully yours,
View terrace, eight rooms each; Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
J. H. O'RlfcJLLY ft CO.
modern equipment throughout.
H.
H. Tilton, room 19. Grant block.
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS,
RENT Nicely furnished flats
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING FOR
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
BUILDINGS,
ETC.
Altmquerque, N.
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
M
1905.
Sealed proposals,
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct,
John W. Abbott, Prop.
endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR R"fc
cor. Iron ave. and John st.
PAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the
undersigned at Alhuquerque, N. M., FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
Only thm Bmtt
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
will bo received at the Indian school
purposes,
hotel
for
suitable
with
until 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, NoButter Meats, and Eggs
large yard In rear and all necesvember 4. 1905, for furnishing and
sary outhouses. Everything new and
ing the materials and labor for
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
109 North Second St.
painting 4.609 yards, varnishing 1,251
yards, and kalsomining 4,366 yards of f Broadway and Marquette avenue
surface, 2,158 square feet of black-hoar- FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
furnished rooms, with eastern and
one
power motor, one
southern exposure, in private home.
transformer, one
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
Movin
Dray in'
Shippin'
power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of Iron
and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
FOR 6ALE
20,000 feet lumber, moving and relo-eatlFREIGHT!!.'
g three small buildings, etc., etc., FOR SALE A deer and a doe. Inquire
this
office.
at
us once, you'll
You have
as per list and specifications obtainable at the school. Bidders must state FOR ALK A young horse, good
again.
Prices right;
call
driver; cheap. Call at I.os Angeles
specifically in their bids the proposed
gougln.
no
there
ain't
roomig
hoiue. South Third street.
price of each article to be offered unlots, ue-Thirty
der contract. All articles so offered FOR SALE
I) the Albuquerque Transfer Men
addition; south of Mountain Road;
will be subject to rigid inspection.
ear saw mills, nice and level; very
The right is reserved to reject any or
cheap; easy terms. N. Peach & Co.,
all bids or any part of any bid. If
208
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
West Gold avenue.
deemed for the best Interests of the
service. Each bid must be accomLIVER T, SALE FEED AND TRANSNOTICE.
panied by a certified check or draft
FER STABLES
upon some United States depository U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Horses and Mules bought and exor solvent national bank, made payaOct. 26. 1906.
changed.
ble to the order of the Commissioner
Notice is herehy given that the fol- Ti T. pmvrvTrra txt
I . , mum
till 1
of Indian Affairs, for at least 5 per lowing township plat will be on file I Second street, between Railroad
and
cent of the amount of the proposal, in this office December 1, 19i'5, viz.:
Copper avenues.
Township 8 north, range 2 east.
n?ld check to be forfeited to the Unit- On and after above date we will be
jed States In case any bidder receiv
W.
ing an award shall fail to execute ready to receive applications for enPromptly a satisfactory contract In ac- tries in said townships.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
cordance with this bid; otherwise to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
be returned to the bidder. Bias acFRED MriJ.ER,
Register.
Office and Factory
companied by cash In lieu of certified
Receiver.
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
check or draft will not be considered.
Albuqtisrqus, N. M.
For further information
apply to
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
James K. Allen, superintendent.
DAY AT MALOAf'8.
Pfcenes, Auto. 1st; Ctolo., Black
i

What You Eat

.

s;

G

ono.

s

Mohey

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and aee us before borrowlag.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Orant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
'
Open Evenings.

.

In the event' that France returns
the Vanderbllt cup, won by Hemery,
over the Long Island course, the races
next year will be held on Long Island
Just the tame and tor the same trophy. France has transferred the famous race for the Bennett cup into a
touring contest. The big success of
the Vanderbllt race assures an international meet here next year.
The growth of the automobile busi
ness is shown In the fact that a New
York firm is to build a garage with a
storsgo capacity for fiou cars. The
garage will contain every known con
venience for the care of automobiles.
The place will cost $300,000.
Terry McGovern has decided to go
on the stage again. As a bad actor,
young Terry was entitled to all the
overripe hen fruit available. McGovern lost his health and fighting qual
ities on the stage before, but the
costly lesson evidently served no
good purpose.
Some kind friend
siiould take Terry to one side and
beat a little common sense into his
head.
M. W. Savage, owner of Dan Patch,
has Just received an offer of $lSo.ooo
for the fleetest of pacers.
Mr. Savage bought the horse in 1002 for $60,.

several
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mast be la the office before J rfoct
Mine carcrn siicoiiaa raai ts fives ia aas stesgbt te etuM.

WANTED
Boarders. Private family!
Broadway.
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at
The Citizen office.
WANTULi Three painters,
highest
wages. C. A. Hudson- First class cook. Wages
WANTED
J15.dll per week. Oranam Bros.
WANTED flaln sewing; children'
clothing a specialty. No. 519 WeBt
Railroad avenue.
WANTED
A
second naud safe,
weighing from 500 to 700 pounds.
Inquire at this office.
WANTED Ladles to bring ihelr hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron avenue
WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED To loan Jl.OuO in sums to
suit the borrower, without commission, at 8 per cent interest, on real
estate security. Address, J., Citi-

Lean, thin, stringy people do not hsrs
nough Pepsin in the stomach, whilt fat
psoplt have too muck Pspsin and
nough Pancrsatina.

n

a.ij

Cent Per Word for
ass fer this i Ammn

htm proper cUtMcatSea

VVANTKD
606 South

Two

y

SCHOOL

Evening Citizen Wants!

E3

assimilated.

Halfback Punfap of Michigan has
wrenched hi knee so badly In the
game with Nebraska that he will be
out of it for the rest of the year. He
was regarded as the most promising
half baiC on the Ann Arbor team,.
WtspiViin is not cast down by the
defeat administered by Chicago, an
hopes to defeat MinneBtota and imcu-Igan- .
There is a strong belief in Alad-isothat Chicago may lose to Minnesota, in which event Stagg's men
would not have a clear title to the
championship.
Two Harvard men were hurt in the
game with West Point. O brieu had
his nose broken and Montgomery's
knee was wrenched. Harvard has let
out an awful holler against the inter
ference of Umpire Stauffer and Referee Langford, and claims that both
teams suffered from this interfer-

0

Is the place to procure the best staple Dry
Goods, Notions and Furnishings, at prices

If you art too fat it is bscsuss your food
turns to fat instead of muscle strsrujtn.
If you art too lean ths fat producing foods
that you eat art not properly digtstsd and

ody.

0

ON WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

to $100,0011.
Joe Uowker.

INDIAN

THIRD STREETS

I

i

g

Thos. F. Keleher

City Market

NOTES

de-liv-

e

n

Atle.- - enjoy-

games, etc. they were
rirrisi-nietits- .
some ;pp' t Ui.-i- ,

50-f- t.

ANNOUNCEMENT

1

;

WEST HAILROAD AVENUE

Jockey Ki iltevti will be out of the
racing gain' vi sonie time as the result of an 'i'1 "li'oi'ile accident. His
left arm w.i- - .ladly rhattered and he
is taking on wciuht rapidly during his
Kedfern
expects to
recuperation.
ride in Kt'.im e and Kngland next year.
ffl
li retires to the
r
When Clark
solitude of hi- ranch In the 'Montana
hills he shn'-- himself out from the
world, not !ning even a magazine or
a newspapi r t,i reach him (or one
month. The mental strain on a
ball field - no bluff, evidently, thej
of the hard;
Kray matti of some
off like overripe
thinkers si
tripe.
for challenging
The open
Battling Nelson is still on. and every
seeond-fate- t
from Ilroadway to Marlusiily coaxing the Dane
ket street
to "give '1111 jn.-- t one chant" to knock
his block o:f. Hy ami by Nelson win
come out of the actor game and a
w hole room ill of holsters will
f ade
away like a hod carrier's flannels at
their first immersion.
The diamond rings and watches and
chains thnt were not given by admiring friends to Ruben Waddell this season are still on display in Philadelphia show v indows.
Yale poaches are trying to develop
the offensive playing of the eleven.
The showing made against Pennsylvania stale disclosed the weakness of
Old Nassau. The team plays a strong
game in every department exceul defensive, and every effort will be mifcle
to remedy this defect bef re the team
meets any of the big elevus.
Andrew Rudolph of Detroit, has' offered Garry Hermann $2j,ooo for the
Toledo franchise In the American'
base ball association. The price fixed
by Herrmann is $.o,imm.
Brooklyn and St. Louis came out
even on the season, while their players traveled around the circuit enjoying the scenery. The Giants cleared $100,0oo. Chicago is said to have
cleared $fo,ooo. n the American League Chicago and Philadelphia were
the big money makers, each going In-

The holies of the school believe in
keeping abreast with the spirit of the
times sitid they have organized a woman's club for the mutual Improvement and entertainment of its members. The name of the club Is Swastika, and is so called after the Navajo
$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
emblem for "good luck."
TICKET.
The meetings are largely of a soSEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. cial nature and hep; greatly to relieve
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET the monotony of institute life and
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE keep the members from taking a cynCHEAP, 114
WEST . RAILROAD ics! view o life in general.
AVENUE.
The club has had several Interesting uwtings and last evpn'np they
were entertained by Mrs. N. J. Oliver

veil. The meeting witii the president
was quite by accident. We were visiting Washington an I I wanted th?
fn
J'i!il'i,?,b"".,,,"
with
children to see the White House.
wniill !,. b,.,u . Tlr"'W overInanmnls.
l.uly j,..r.
"The president approached us and
"
I
a.er triad. I
crlaiiuy"r rroniuielil thro, tu tuv
said anall
asked us aiiout the children.
frlantla aa
kwiuf til tut, ai. rej,ro.tit4 "
that he admired them very much, and
ll.ua. diUard, Elfin. III.
.i us several ques'o'-.about their
health and future. Turning to Mrs.
Roosevelt, he said: 'Here is a family
Th Bowels
after my own heart.' Then he led the
cheering.
" I do not regard my family as being large. There are only eight, and
CANDY CATHARTIC
. N.
the ag-- s range from 20 to 6.
"We are taking the children to
Naples to be educated. I have had
my ohare of success in business, and
Plaaaant. P.l.t.bl. Pot.nl T4ataOnn4.no Oood
I
propose to spend the happiest part
n or Urlpa, liu
Slcaau, M
Mu.
old
bulk. Ttia tjrnutna tablet alaujuad CKnrr
C C.
of my life with my family. I will Uuaraule.d
to aura ur ytmr tuuuwy back,
spend my'money on the children now,
Btarlinf Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 507
Instead of leaving it for them to spend ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
when 1 am dead."

tt
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SPORTING...,

HAS BEEN PADDED

collector of Grant county, taxes, 190?.
$171.73: taxes, l!i3, $618.25;
taxes

.

1

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stlllhorn announces the opening of a
studio in roonw
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
9:30 to 12. 2 to 4:30.
,
35-3-
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"Polly Primrose."
"Uucle Josh Spruce-by."Xhe Cbaperohes."
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Automatic 'phone, 635. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

Meat Market
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INSURANCES
REAL ESTATE)
NOTARY PtJBLIC.
I'.oom B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

'

ft.

Smoke the Wiilta
JOE

RICHARDS

Lily

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Clgf.

0

CIGARS

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
Pump and Eiyrlne
Wnen

IRRIGATION

W. Railroad Avenue.

113

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
AJbuquerque.
SIMON

'

I

V"

J

j

i

California

$25

.... .....

...ua

one of our big games as it is. If we
can eo through our reenlar tenson
without defeat, we are more than sat- isfied. We could not think of askimt
our men to get up to another point of
such high excellence as a Michigan
same would require.
Princeton ansyers that her ambi- tion is to win from Yale. That she
turns nil her enerev toward' eettln
her team In shape for this one gigan- tic struggle. In addition, she must

f

from Pennsylvania, and Cornell
often tries her severely.
Stopovers allowed In CaliPennsylvania wants to know who
could expect her to defeat Princeton
fornia. For particulars, call
and Harvard and then turn around
on any agent.
game
and prepare for an equally hard
H. S. LUTZ."
wun tne west, u asKing
inucu
Agent
J. J. BYRNE,
of tne endurance of her men.
O. P. A, Los Angeles, CaL
Harvard explains that she doesn't
care about the rest of the bunch, if
she can defeat ienn, ana more, win XXXTTTTXXXTTXTITX1TTTTTTT
from Yale.
Established In 1882
win

.

.

WHEN TEDDY REVISES FOOT BALL RULES

Fm

G. PRATT & CO.

Creamery

Beet oh

ooocoee

Unredeemed Diamonds

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house: that means von btiv diamonds rleht
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds Increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited 'to' call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices Jeweler cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker. The Man You Can Trus
11S9 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

214 South Second Street.

oooox
Wholesale

ihor

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moot A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

RANKIN & CO.

The Williams Drug

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10,
T. Armijo Building.

Co

Proprietors.

.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a ;
Member of the Firm

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
3. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,

117 WEST

riRE
INSURANCE.

)UV'

V

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

'

DENVER, COLORADO

oooeo

MELINI & EAKIN,

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

.

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

ooooeooeooeoo

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

H'llsboro

&

Seventeenth Street.

1621-163- 9

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
Ann Arlor, Mich., Oct. 28. Michi
gan, undefeated for four years, nas
frequently importuned eastern col- leges for a place upon their schedule,
To Michigan's requeBt for a game,
....
evop
i.i
v.i v,
think of tBklna nn a irame with Mich-- !
tiran
We know Yale reasons, that
ma ,r,,i,i hnvo in ixcrt eerv effort
to win. Our schedule is too hard
now.
We are thinking of dropping

Hendrie

The

Second Class Colonist Rtt.es
-

BY

the
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquartere
for Power Pumping Machinery, Send
'
for Catalogue.

CXZZXXT

$25

October 17. B. A. Sieyster and wife
to J. H. Griest, lot 4, block 16, East
em addition, $210
October 18. Louis W. Galles and
f
of
wife to J. B. Rutherford,
lots 23 and 24, block 10, Perea addi
tion, $300.
October 18. Neill B. Field, execu
tor, et al., to Frank H. Moore, lot
13 and 14, block 2, U:ica addition, $1
October 18. Frank H. Moore and
wife to Neill B. Field, same property
as above, $1.
18. Albuquerque
Land
October
George Jacob Korber
company to
lots 7 and 8, block B, A. & B. addl
tion. $1.
October 19. John G. Caldwell and
wife to Albuquerque Land company
lots 1 and 2. block 16, ad lot 6, block
9, Eastern addition, $1.
October 21. City of Albuquerque t
E. C. Fuehr. lot 3. block 19, Huning
Highland addition. $1.
October 21. Marie C. Craft an
husband to D.iniel Scruggs, lot 13
blnrlt n. Park addition, $1.
tlctoher 21. M. R. Summers to
lots 9, l" 11 an
Ixmanl .1. Miller,
Original
Townsite
3 4.
12.
block
Jl.ano.
October 21. Broadway Land & Im
nrovnifiit comnany " to V. V. Fit
t relic, lots 1. 2, 3, 4.
ami fi, block 13
Kastern addition, $1imi.
October 21. J. B. Herndon and wife
to Juiui A. (Jlacsner. lot S. block
Lewis & Siiihuids' addition. II.
October 21. Broadway Land & Im
oinpany to John A. Olaes
lirovctueiit
tier, lot 11, block 1"), Kasteru addition

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C Baldrldge'a Lum
ber yard.

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

M.

Dllre WELL
Santa Fe Restaurant

WIITSRre TO

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

IN

SEASON.

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
J0c. All guaranteed.

one-hal-

-- 1

Room

I
PAY THE
Football! Football!
HIGHEST CASH
PRICE
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD
afternoon at Traction park
Sunday
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSO- between Albuquerque Athletic Assoand the American Lumber
CIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114 ciation
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Company team. Admission 25 cents.

17.

(

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wJth which we can handle
wooIenB without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

IL

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

N. T. Armijo Building.

Feel languid, weak, run down? The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Stomach "off?" Just a
Headache?
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
plain case of lazy liver. Burdock Blood
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Bitters tones liver and stomach, proOav or Night
Both
'Phones.
motes digestion, purifieg the blood.
HKSUSHJir
-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF
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YOU WANT THE NEWS
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The Future Raikoad Metropolis of New Mexico

CP O

F.dtar M Wilson an
f'li'luui. lot 1". bloc
Huning Highland addition. 11.
V!

K

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. A. SLKY9TER

$1,000.

.1.

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kind

lf

ii, 1, ,'..r

Wholesale Grocers

of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street.

Ar-mij- o

wife to

GROSS, KELLY & ,CO., INC.

208V4

THIRD STREET

Cvrtlv
All

Every class of property has figured
In the read estate transfers for the
past four weeks. There has been a
strong demand for the best class of
city building property, there has been
a ready market for homes In additions, several pieces of business property has changed hands, and In 'the
outskirts some land has been acquired
for farming on a small scale.
No .Inflation of prices has been recorded In any of the figures that have
been made public. There has 'been a
steady, and in some cases, a great increase over former prices, but the Increase has not been greater than warranted by the growtn of the city, so
real estate men say.
The transfers recorded in the ofllee
of the probate clerk during the past
four weeks follow:
Octcber 3. A. Simpler to Frank R.
Brown, the north half of lot fi, block
H, Simpler addition.
October 4. Andrew W. Fedderaon,
to iMrs. Klla I. a liar, lot 7 and the
north half of lot 6. block B.'Stmpler
addition No. 2, $1.
October 5. W. S. Strlckler. et al..
to Israel 'Slocotnb. lots 1 and 2, block
Y, New iMexIco Town company's addition, $4(10.
October 6. Mrs. Mina Wlnke to P.
K. Sullivan, et al.. ihe south 58 feet
of lots 104 and 105, block 9. P.
Mros." addition, $1.
October 7. Broadway Land and Investment company to Halite Fennell,
lot 10, block 13. Eastern addition,
October 7. Hugh N. Allison, to
Charles Mclini, the north 24.3 feet of
let 7, block 8, Original Townsite, $1.
October 9. Norman L,. Ke"mnierer
and wile to Mrs. Francis Cochran,
the north 86 feet of lot 6. block T, Atlantic and Pacific addition. $100.
October 9. J. B. Herndon and wife
to Julia A. Glasner. lot 2, block 6,
Lewis & Simonds' addition, $1.
October 11. W. W. McClellan to O.
N. Marron. lot 16, block K. iMandull
B. & R. addition, $1.
October 12. A. A. Trimble, et
Walter O. Hope, part or' lots 4, 5
and 0. HuniK Highland addition. $1.
October 13. I). A. Porterfield and
wife to Charles Umftiet, lots 11 and 12,
block 19, Eastern addition. $1
October 13. Charles C. Davis and
wife to George E. Roddy, lot 7, block
2, Iwls & Simonds" addition, $425.
October 14. Mary F. Swing to Mary
3
V. Harris, lots 3. 4 and 5, block
V. Armijo y Otero addition, $3,000.
October 14. J. M. Moore Realty
company, to Sarah C. Nail, lots 39
and 40, Moore Realty company's addl
'
tion, $25.0.
October 16. J. E. Tingley and wife
to D. A. Porterfield. lots 3, 4, 5 and
6, block 38, Eastern addition, $1.
October 16. J. B. Herndon and
wife to Andrew C. Post el, lot 1. block
8. Lewis & Simonds' addition, $1
B. Heyn and wife
October
to H. N. Allisron. lots 1 and 2, 'block
35. Original Townsite, $1
October 18. dirlstina Kent and
in
husband, to Fred A. Kent, one-haterest in lots 1 and 2, blqck 35, Orig
inal Townsite, $300.
October 16. W. S. Strlckler, one
half interest in lots' T and X block 35
Original Townsite, $300.
October 16. Franz Huning and wife
to F. H. Lamon, lots 1 and ,2, block G,
Highland addition south, $1
October 17. J. A. Henry to Mathil
de Muenstermann, lots 4 and 5, block
2, Brownwell
and Lail addition

II.

& CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALER
j

Transfers Recorded During
Past Month Indicate a
y Healthy Condition.
ACTIVITY

N. PEACH

THREE OF MICHIGAN'S VETERAN PLAYERS

SEVEN.

PAGE

M

Located on the Baton

nnn i Borrow Trouble.
it la hn.l habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore,
by the
ho:ivv wrnrv. and worn-ou- t
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
npss Hrieht a disease, ana simnar in
tf nal disorders, don't sit down and
brood over vour symptoms, but fly fori
relief to Electric Bitters. Here you
will find sure and permanent forget
fulness of all your troubles, ana your
body will not bo burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
5'c. (Jua: anteed. -o
New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
lias reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he is ready to
ciean. pre.a and repair ladles' and
cents' clothinff. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit-

of The JUtchison, Topeha

Out-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

east and west from Chicago,
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
public school house,
streets, with allevs 2D feet wide, with l.cautiful lake anil public parts ami sm iml old Kh:u!e tr
ana
lots, size 5x142 feet, laid out w tii road
Of 1,'iuo business ami
uany
winery; three hotels,
l.arreis
caparily,
lal
r
mill,
Itoll.
Helen
Patent
Mexico:
New
the
in
establishments
inir fir.noorhnr.lieK roir. u.ei cial club: a noiiulaiion of 1.5'i0 inhabitant ; largest mercantile
m
ar
cannot be estimated.
....
the
in
future
a a tieat. commeumi
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine,. beans anl hay In Central New .Mexico, Its importance
cost-lar;:-

;

i

o

t

-

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

s
bakery, tailor
a
W house.
The lots offered are In the ctUr of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no .and or .ravel. Wo need
a
hotel.
lirst
modem
shop,
tlass
Also
etc
,
itr.
coal ami wood yard, drug sto'e, harness
PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE
LOTS TO
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST
first-clas-

ed.

For All Kinds of Piles.
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a

cut without leaving a scar, or to cute
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all k
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWitfs
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
piles. Stop the pain instantly and
cures permanently. Get the genuine.
Sold by all druggists.

A

M

JOHN BECKER,

j.,we,,-r-

.

plumbiu

shop,

Tht Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,
President

planing mill,

Secretary

v
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Several dollars are required to eci a really pood pair of shoes
you pay too Utile, you get trah. ami if you pay too much, you are
paying for a nauie or a fad. At this store, we steer a middle course.'

that they

fancy prices.

This

canmrt. wear, nor do we ask

a popular, reliable, dependable shoe store. Come

Is

and see us.
Mens Reliable Shoes .,$2.00 to $4.00
Women's Reliable Shoes $2.00 to $4.00
Children's Reliable Shoes $1.00 to $2.50
Babies' Reliable Shoes..

.50 to $1.25

0000KfX)K)K)00000

E3EE3L.L.

A FALL

IN CANNED

GOODS.

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With tbe Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
niust get rid of our canned stock fine
as It Is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put Up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up It you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

00X)tK3eKDOt0K)OtK5000

I

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
mere are unaouoieaiy gooa qualities in every standnra piano,

THE GENUINE CHICKERING

aw

,

The triumphant result of over So years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
Uie standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

TI I K WI IITSOX
114 SOUTH

L

SECOND

UJS I C

CO.

STREET.

Lttmbeg,

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mailorders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

THIS IS THE TIME

OF

YEAR

AT YOU
HAVE OCCASIONAL
I"
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOV.
WORK
HARD

0
0

WITH

THE RUSH FOR XMAS
AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
TO HANDLE. IT IS TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
THIS MONTH THAT WE
THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
1

MAKE
TROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL
GIVE ONE 11x14

ANNOUNCEMENT

PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.'
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORD8
AN
EXCELLENT

4

PliKSONAL

MRS.

BAXTER,
FOR
YEARS A RESIALBUQUERQUE, PASS-

ELIZABETH

TWENTY-TW-

DENT Or
ES AWAY.

Mrs. Eliza .. ih P.axter, tine of the
Generally fair tonight and Sunday.
pioneers of Vbii'Pierque, where she
Warmer Sunday.
years,
has resided for twnty-twDr. li. II. Hollingsworth. of Las passed avm at the homo of her
daughter. Mi .lames H. Smith, 67
Cruces, wns In the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson are running South Seeotiil si row, at midnight last
the Mesa Itaneh Resort ami are In night after n l!:im ring Illness of ten
weeks..
shape to receive hoarders.
The ilecoiiM ,1 was iKirn in Dailston,
District Attorney H. It. Holt, of the Staffordshire.
K:igland, 79 years ago.
was
Third Judicial district,
in the During her b ig residence in this city
oily today from Las Cruces.
she made a host of friends who will
Allan O. Kennedy, a civil engineer extend their heartfelt sympathy to the
of Santa IV, spent the day in Albu- bereaved daughter In this her hour of
querque on his way to El Paso.
affliction.
The funeral will if cur tomorrow afJ. G. Sutherland, district agent for
company,
a
ternoon
the Amour l'nckinn
was
at ;i o'eiock ut St. John's Epispassenper for t'errlllos this morning. copal church. I!' V. A. G. Harrison conW. S. Hopewrll came in from Santa ducting the services. Burial will In
in Falrvlew cemetery.
Ke last night, and will enjoy the Sabbath with Mrs. Hopewell and childHARRIRECOVtRY OF MIS
ren.
A. A. Trimble has added Rome needSON IS NOW CERTAIN
ed Improvements to his premises at
the corner of Arno street and TIJeras
J. E. Haines, who returned to the
avenue.
city last nUht from a hunting trip in
Mrs. W. II. Saunders, of Isleta, Is
Glorleta mountains, tells a thrillhere, spending the dar with her sis- the
ing
oi an accident, which befell
ters. The lady will return home this Missstory
Harrison, daughter of J. W. Harevening.
rison, of l'ecos Town, about a week
An enjoyable card party was given ago, and which came near ending in
last evening by the pupils of the High her death.
school at the home of Luele Kdie,
Miss Harrison teaches the school at
North Second street.
Glorleta and rides to the school every
C. N. Cotton, the big wholesale mer- morning from her home at Pecos
chant of Gallup, arrived in the city Town. The early part of the week
last night from the west and spent her horse threw her one morning and
dragged her at least a hundred yards
the day here on business.
George C. Holden and family, of where she was found In a gully by
Albany, Mo., have arrived In Albu some natives.
She was terribly bruised and unquerque and will probably spend the
witner here if they can find a resi conscious and at first It was thought
that she could not live. She nvrver-edence.
however, shortly afEdward Russell, brother of Mrs. La ter consciousness,
being found, and her ultimate reBar, the weil known school teacher, covery
is now almost certain.
arrived last night from his Indiana
home, and will probably remain here
during the winter.
venceslao Jaramllla, of El Klto, ; WTfoere
treasurer and
collector of
Rio Arriba county, and a leading nol
iticlan of the territory, was a visitor
In the metropolis today.
Baptist Church. Sunday school at
a. m. Preaching by the pastor at
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Halin returned
nome last nignt. .Mrs. Hahn from a 11 a. ni. and 7:30 p. m. Young Peovisit to her daughter, Mrs. F. E. Nud- - ples' meeting at RMS p. m.
Ing at Santa Fe, and Mr. Hahn from
Lutheran German Church Sunday
a business triD to Denver.
school at. a 4 a. m. German service
The second annual ball of the Im at 11 a. m. English service
proved Order of Red Men will be held m. German school, Saturdayat 7:30 p.9
from
at their hall, on Gold avenue, opposite to 11:3d a.
m. G. Wennlng, pastor.
the office of The Citizen, on Thursday
evening, November 9. Tickets, fl.
Christian Church. Meets in the
J. O. Fisher and wife of Bay City Commercial Club building.
Sunday
Mich., are spending a few days In Al school at 10 a. m. Preaching by the
buquerque. Air. Fisher was a former minister, E. E. Crawford, at 11 o'clock.
congressman from Michigan and was Evening lecture by Pres. W. G. Tight
recently a candidate for governor of on "The Freedom of the Individual
Conscience in Religious Thought."
that state.
Mis9 Elizabeth Brown of Mexico
First Methodist Episcopal Church
City, Is spending a few days in Albu- - Sunday
school, 9:45 a. m.; preaching
qtierque on a visit to her sister, Mrs.
It. F. Asplund. After a few weeks in service 11 a. hi. Special music. New
Sermon by new pastor, Ke.
niuuquerque .miss Brown will pro- choir.
C. Rollins. Epworth League, G:30
ceed to California, where she will J.
p. m.
Service of song, led by S.
spend .the winter months.
Houghton. Evening service, 7:30 p.
inrougn an error yesterday in re m. Sermon by Rev. J. C. Rollins.
porting the proceedings of tbe Wash- Special music.
ington mine case, which is now occu
pying the attention of Judge Ablott.
Congregational Church, (On Broadof the district court. The Citizen stat-- , way, at the foot of the viaduct.)
J.
ed that Mrs. Lockhart was the plain W. Barron pastor.
Morning service
tiff In the case, when In fact, Henry at !1 o'chy;. Topic of sermon: "The
Lockhart Is the plaintiff.
Divine CaiTand the Response." SunEdward Grunsfeld, formerly New day school .at 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E.
Mexico manager for the Equitable at 6:30 p. m. Evening service at 7:30.
Life Assurance society, but now trav- The pastor will speak on "Some Facts
eling salesman for the Blume Cloth- Established in Religion."
ing company of New York, arrived in
First Presbyterian Church (Elks'
the city from the east last night and
will spend a few days on a visit to Opera House.) Rev. Hugh A. Cooper,
pastor.
Services at n
m. and
relatives and old friends.
p.
7:3o
m.
Morning
subiect.
R. G. Marraoni of Lacuna, oronrie- - "Power Through God's Spirit." Eventor of the stage line from that uoint ing BUbject;,, "The Judgments of Men
to the nearby pueblo of Acoma and and of God," Sunday school at 9:45
kneantada, was in the city today at- - a. m. Young Peoples' meeting 6:30
enaing to business. He renorts that P. m. The opera house is now comthe tourist travel to the Indian pu- fortably "heated. Strangers cordially
eblos in that vicinity Is heavier at Invited.
present than for some years.
St John's Episcopal Church Cor
The Choral club of the Highland
Methodist church, gave a social last ner of Fourth street and Silver ave
evening at the residence of J. D. nue. Services tomorrow as follows:
Emmons on South Walter street. Vo Holy communion at 7:30 a. m. Suu-- j
cal and instrumental music and a day school at 10 a. m. Morning
floral enigma were features of the prayer and sermon at 11 a. m. Even-evening's entertainment, after which Ing prayer and sermon at 7:30 p. m.
All seats free. Regular monthly busi
light refreshments were served.
ness meeting of the guild WednesRobert J. Steen; who sells coffee In day, November 1, at 2:30 p. m. A. G.
he southwest
for a San Fracisco Harriston, Retcor.
house, is spending a couple of days In
the city. Mr. Steen bag Just returned
The main facts in our new fall and
rom Kinraundy, 111., where he was winter shoos for men, women and chilcalled on the sad mission of burvinir dren are here. Good style, good fit,
his father. Mr. Steen will be remem- - good comfort, good wear. All leathers
ered by many of Albuaueruuo of a $1 to $4. C. May's popular priced shoe
iormer steward at the Alvarado.
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
Yesterday. The Citizen published a
lipping from the Thinidad Advertis
er, stating that John U Lauehlin. the
contractor and builder, intends to construct here "one of the biggest business blocks" In this city. At present
Mr. Laughlin Is out of the city, but a
CHAS. F. MYERS.
telephone message from his oir.ee, authorizes this paper to announce that
the item in the Advertiser Is a mistake. Mr.
has great faith in
the future of Albuquerque, but. Is too
busy these days to erect any kind of
a building for himself.
d

to Worship

:

Danclna at the Caalnn
Don't forget tbe dances at the Casino on Saturday and Sunday nights.
Excellent music and a good time assured all w ho attend.
See tho window display of the Rio
Orande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
On your way home Saturday night,
urop into we zeieer cafe, have a ro d
bottle, some of our free lunch, and go
uoiuo nappy,

FAT MEN AND THEIR SUITS
MADE TO FIT,

(or the

o

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAK-EROF FINE PORTRAITS.

S

MALOY'S

strive

'

DIAMONDS
rr: "?.v.m1U.

A

fou to

L- .-

o

WA TCHES.

W- -

U

L

HJJ

JEWELRY,

right, we iBT.u
diamond goods we are offering: also
".r

SILVERWARE.

Mail orders receive special
attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

E VERI T T

U3A UI NO

ETC.

j.bwelek

men
fect battleships.

Others
clothes.

1

r

SSt

and

Tk

r.

v

G

A

SoutH Second Street

of things.

couldn't got a suit

The suits are on
display
make

this

in

store. There are a
any dozen different patterns. Prices range

$I2'S to $252

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE

CLOTHTT1R

WHITNEY COiyiPAN v
3outiFlnt

7

The only Short Order Lunch
Room in theCitv.

aspecaity.

QUICK

No. 215

401-4- 03

Norti. FV

AFTER

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
nt wilt rn' rinicr irnrA
L. H. SHOEMAKBR.

rf

o

COME TO THE RUMMAGE
SALE
at 214 West Gold avenue, October 27
28,
auspices
the
and
under
of the la

dies of the First Congregational
church. Clothing, boots and shoes
and miscellaneous articles, at lowest
prices. Home cooking and candy, la
plenty and variety.
One or the nicest places In the city
Is tho pool hall, No. 115 West Railroad avenue. Call and enjoy

0

0Ot06
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SUSSABOFF,Ig!!t
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HARDWARE

eat Western Heaters.

St

,

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

Proprietors

Meal,
John
Home Base
The most com-

iu luuth Second

IS West Railroad Ave.

J. POST

E).

DINNER

Or between meals, any time, tn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" Is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
Be
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 5o

E

S. Second St.

Stret

00)00000

F

Fine Coffee

26

Street

oooo

MERCHANTS 0C

o

o
0

WM. M'INTOSH.

IvKTAIFj

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
stroke.
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wissi

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.,

MtAL

WICK MEAL.
3-- .

Pr'?----..-

quick

E. L. WAvOTBURN CO.
122

clothes

the advancement

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

1

West Gold Avenue

perfecting

Belting,. Packing, , Engines, Boilers,' Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

QUICK

imck

119

well some men are

'

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

We offer for ten days only any Suit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. vStudy the window and com- -

4)lh

how,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

)

shows

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

AT LOWEST PRICES.

ii

It

perfect

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Now is the Time

Burners; Mountain Oak and
plete line In tbe city,

(Dp)

store.

PLUMBING

WHOLKSALl:

"fcftT-ITIMM-

per-

Everybody aaya so. What? That
to fit, outside a
tbe Zelger Cafe puts up the best Saturday night lunch In town.
merchant tailoring
A fine place to wblle away the shop. Today, It doesn't
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
Dancing at the Casino.
The regular Saturday and Sunday
night dances at the Caeino will be
given as usual. Today two large heaters were Installed In the auditorium,
and these will make it very

fitting

suit, ready to wear,

Just a few years
ago, a fat man

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

perfect

right here in this

Some

n

fat he

."

i

Roat chicken and oyster dressing
at the Columbus hotel tomorrow.

a
In

another.

tt

how

may be, he can get

one direction.
Other

Notice.
All graduate nurses of the city are
requested to meet at room 32, Bar-nebuilding, Monday night, October
lo, at 7 p. m. to organize Nurses' Association. Those unable to attend and
wishing to
please send
their names. Mary P. Hunter, M. D.
A. A. A. vs. A. M. C. Sunday
2b
noon a,t Traction park
cents

or

is,

small and

o o o o o o o o o o o

r

man

Some men strive
In

R

big and how fat a

how

better

finings.

Subscribe for Thw Clttsen and get
the newt.

GOETZ'8PICALt.Lr AT

READY-TO-WEA-

Life la a continuous Btrlfe, usuallydifference,

'

Albuquerque, N. M.

EMBER

CLAIMED BY DEATH

.

lawyers
do not sell shoes so cheap

LOCAL AND

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Wtfrl KAILKUAPAVt.Ji

Tlhicmg'lhiils foir ttlhe

We

ANOTHER PIONEER

met

t

Slip

Weat Railroad Avenue

-

Agents for
Winchester
Wind

and Shotguns. Winchester Ammunition, Colt's
and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Mills. STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Rlflea

'

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

